CURRAN EVENTS

"Please accept this Postal Money Order in the amount of four dollars for another year's membership in the greatest outfit in existence today, the one and only NRC. The great majority of my LA & T's were received through information obtained from "The Yellow Pages" of the most up-to-date source of BCE DX information around. It never fails to surprise me how the scattering of members throughout the country get the changes in station data even before it is published. Many thanks to members who devote their time to make this publication possible."

- Frank E. Curran

SPECIALS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mon. Feb. 22</th>
<th>H C R M 1200 Cuenca, Ecuador</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>K G H M 1470 Brookfield, Missouri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>W G L C 1090 Mandota, Illinois</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>C F A M 1290 Altona, Manitoba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>C H S M 1250 Steinnach, Manitoba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>C F B V 1240 Smithers, Brit. Col.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun. Feb. 28</td>
<td>K T N C 1230 Falls City, Nebraska</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>C F G P 1050 Grande Prairie, Alberta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mon. Mar. 8</td>
<td>K H U M 1580 Hureka, California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mon. Mar. 15</td>
<td>W D A Y 970 Fargo, North Dakota</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>W K R T 920 Cortland, New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mon. Mar. 15</td>
<td>C K B M 1490 Montmagney, Quebec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mon. Mar. 29</td>
<td>K K A R 1230 Pomona, California</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* indicators extra bonus points in NRC Domestic DX Contest.

ON THE STATION'S STATIONERY - WPSL-1510

From Their CE, Mr. Robert Lynch: "The replies were most gratifying and more than compensated us for the early morning rendezvous. It was our pleasure to blanket the U.S. with the "Voice of Punchy. Yours is the 64th letter of verification thus far."

(This was a letter to Len Kruse; Dubuque, Iowa.)

We omitted these IRCA Argentine DXes above: Sun Feb. 21, LU2-820 Bahia Blanca, 2-2:30 Mon. Feb. 22, EX3-950 Buenos Aires, 4-5 EST (50kw) & 2/22, LS5-630, Buenos Aires 3-4. (25kw)
February 20, 1965

_Rick Marr - 743 Dunloggin road - Ellicott City, Maryland - 21043_

Hello again fellow NRCers. DX has been bad again this week, mostly because of warm WX here. Only two new ones logged: 2/6- KPDK-1580 w/ID = 7pm. I heard call letters at 7, then sounded like NX & WX, then call letters again at 7:05, all u/very little QRM. KPDK is only #2 from Colorado. 2/7- WlZS-1450 w/SSB & s/on @ 5:02am very good signal for that graveyard frequency. Veries aren't coming in either but I have faith! You need a heck of a lot of it in this game, hi! Wonder if you guys could help me with answers to the following questions? Henry Tyndall: Am I right in saying that I remember in a recent issue of DX NEWS that WDEA in Ellsworth, Me, is now 5,000G & 1,000N? Still on 1370 kc/s. & w/no networks? Ron Schatz: Is CBCA now on 830 kc/s? What goes to them? What's their new power & why did they move from 730 kc/s? Still licensed to Havana, Cuba? George Green: Now that WSLR has changed from WADC, does it still operate at 5,000G&N? Still a CBS affiliate? Ernie: Is WNN on MBS? Russ says no, but I hear them w/mutual NX sometimes. (They have MBS nx I believe on the half-hour, Rick, but nothing else of MBS -ERC) Alvan Fisher: The rr u/WBAL is probably KAY-JC09 in Little Rock, Ark. They play rr but you'd better be 100% sure before you count it because it could be something else. That's just my own opinion. Better go for now: C U whenever DX improves, hopefully in two or three weeks. I now have 635 stations logged. 73.

Steve Bezilla - 307 2 Avenue - Oceola Mills, Pennsylvania

A little information about myself for anyone who cares. I am a DX fan since 1924 when the family got their first radio. I regret of not belonging to a DX club as I missed out on a lot of info, but the times were poor for me in the early days when I did a lot of DXing. DXing was great then! The first make of radio we had was a Westinghouse, then an Ozarka. Then I got a two tube RCA. It was a dandy. These were all battery sets. I got married in 1949 and thought DXing would leave me but in a few years I got back to it again up to now. Not so strong now, but I do a lot of evening SSS DX. What a racket! My wife can't get over how I can listen to all that. I sure love it! The main trouble is those whistles from TV sets. I use a lot of antennas like loop antennas from old sets between set and outdoor antenna, or hook them to a bed spring, hot air outlet from furnace, etc. You know different hookups will get different stations sometimes. I could write a book on DXing but with my poor & spelling I would have a hard time. Well, here's hoping you will accept me into your Club - enclosing a $4.00 money order. (We surely will, Steve, and nice to have you with us! please send your MUSINGS in often - te our Brooklyn address! -ERC)

_Pete Holms - 216 White Street - Tampere, Massachusetts - 01452_

A few veries since the last MUSINGS. The report forms helped speed up the verification process here. Veries are: WPPA VABP WING WNAK (included a DX & the CE, Richard W. Natscliffe said that they had just made several changes in their non-directional antenna system). Someone asked if CKEY-1310 verified. Well, they verified my report of 12/25 in a month. Not heard lately - sidebands are bad. 1/14 - Re-log WQMC-1230 @ 12:02am s/off. 1/25- WPAC-1630 @ 2:40pm. 2/1- WAPN u/Canadian (not enough for report). 2/4- WCPG-940 @ 4:05pm s/off (state #40 here). 2/8- C/EX-980 @ 7:35pm. Who is the strong SS u/WHY? Thanks to Stan Morse for setting me straight on my 1470 mystery. (I still think I heard the announcer say 'serving Palm Beach', hi!) About the price of DX NEWS going up to $5.00, if it has to be done to insure this fine paper in the mailbox every Monday, WHY NOT? About forming a black list for the non-verifyers; I can see why this can't be done, but why can't we publish a list of the stations who have verified CQDD reports? Couldn't we do this publishing a couple of frequencies a week until the band has been covered? I think the fine v/s column does part of this impossible sounding job very well. That's it for this MUSINGS. 73s.

_Shepnlle Miller - 840 BC Street - Miami Beach, Florida - 33141_

New DX: WATO-1290 Oak Ridge, Tenn. in w/mutual NX @ 6:30pm. KPDL-1420 Lafayette, La. 6s 12:40am c/everything. The MM of 2/8 was fruitless; TT & ANs all over the place. I gave up early. Ron Schatz tells me HIBZ-1340 was on but weak w/LA mx around 11:00am. Anyone else log em? The most beautiful v/1 I've ever seen anywhere in from WAZK-1660 signed by Lyle Dean GM. I've received a Buck Owens c/w album from WZN0-1380; don't count it as a verie, hi! DX NEWS has been arriving each Sat.; sure hope it continues to do so! CKEY-280 EIEI logged for first from that province on 2/1; crazy organ mx on all CBCs made it a cinch! Verie, WONE-990, K. Brock, signer.
Hello all. It's been a while since I've reported, but I still don't have much to report, since DX is in a rut here. First of all, I'd like to welcome Indiana's two new members, Phil Swingley and Bill Straub - how about a Morning fellas? Joe Piechuta's ideas on the suggestion to the VERE problems sound good to me, although I wonder how many QMs would co-operate? Charles Reh, your Westinghouse station on 560 is probably WIND in Chicago. Steve Weinstein, WMAW-1330 in Evanston, Ill., has SS in PM. Now to my pixel DX: 1/25- CZBR-580 @ 10:55, 580 usually has a local WNDU-1340 image. 2/2-new GFRN-1250 @ 2:09am, WPAO-630 @ 6:01pm, WXQW-1050 "Radio Centro" @ 4:55 ID in SS, KXOY-920 @ 5:05 s/on @ 5. Also this AM one mystery, EE on 960 giving AST, I thought it was CHRS at first, but later had Calypso type mix, southern, maybe - thought it was ZFBE-960. KAIL didn't help matters either, so I'm really not sure. One Vere lately, WMLR v/q for 3/4 report. WX here is 55%, just like Spring. A few days ago I thought we'd never see warm WX again, hi. That's about it, so 73 & DX.

John Marx - 212 Center Avenue - Greensburg, Pennsylvania - 15601

Hi NRC members & KVQ fans. It's about time I sent in a husing; my last one was in September, horror! I'm sorry Ernie, but I will have to print this husing - my type-writer has been lent to a neighbor. To DX: 1/2- Daytime DX was good. WYFP-1520 logged at noon, WMJR-1430 noted at 3pm. Also WPJS-1330 in very well at 2:35pm. 1/8- Only two stations, WNOX-990 and WYBE-1330 at 1pm & 1:17. 1/4- WIKI-1410 5pm w/KQY. WMPO-1290 w/rr @ 5:15pm. Also WOAY-880 5:30 s/off w/WAMO. 1/24- WNOG-1390, 5:15pm s/off. 1/26- DX: WFOF-560 w/ET 2:10am, WKON-1340 2:45am QJET-1400 3am w/rr. WIFE-1510 at 3:06, WDRF TEST in w/fin signal, 4am to 4:30 w/KXEL sloppy. CJS-1230 at 5:45pm on 1/27. 2/1- WPON-1460 @ 3:30am, 2/2 DX- WDBL-1330 5:45pm s/off. WISE-1330 logged at 7:35pm. Reports out to WSLR for call change from WADC, and WAMO for 5:15pm s/off on 2/5. Only a few minute report but info is quite pertinent. WVOX "Radio Tiempo" c/WOAI at 8pm on 2/5. Logged Radio Caroline-1520 on 12/14; will get round to reporting if I can log it this AM. 2/8. WHRM-155 arrived on 1/13 that will help ID some of these TMs I've been puzzled over. Mike Tilrock, Steve Weinstein, others: Do you know anything about the VRTC that is listed in the Pittsburgh phone book? When I was living in Pittsburgh, I called that number several times but got no answer. Help! Foreign DX: 1/25- TIRCA-725 5am, band covered w/Cubans. ZNS-1540 noted u/KXEL/WPTI all this week, unnu. They verified last March w/a v/l. Radio Belize-924 in on 1/25. France-1205, Monaco-1466 possibly Sattens-924 all on 1/25 and not enough for a report, and I couldn't find the mike for the tape recorder. I have a feeling that would help immensely. Interested hams - my first attempt at reporting a ham station brought a QSL from 584AK, Fanagusta, Cyprus. I have just started collecting SCs. I have some from WLS-WFEP KVQ WAMO WOF. 73.

Tom Donahue - 8 Rainbridge Avenue - Melville, New York - 11749

Hi again. I'm back again to take up some more space in DX NEWS. Not too much to report, I guess I have been getting a little lazy around here but I am resting up after quite a good season. But you can be sure that I will be up next AM flipping the dials hi. To Jim McCann; you aren't kidding about WPTI's QSL. I have had it for quite a while now & I wouldn't want to meet up with that Zombie! My third country was received on 2/7 at 9pm. It was YND (Pepsi-Cola Managua) at 675 kc/s. It had a good signal, had it listed as WHID until the positive proof. Only verie in at this time is WFMH-1450 on my fourth report. They have a new QSL. My friend Eric Nelson (NFC member also) has another one. Record is now 207/76. Countries now stand at 3/0. hi. Sick, huh? Gotta bring that way up. I also TV DX. I fool around with the TV occasionally. TV record is 20/2. Finished for now. 73 to all!

Ronald J. Musco - 124 Park Avenue - Windsor, Connecticut - 06095

ERC, the main difference between an HQ-180 & 18QA is the A has two silicon rectifiers in power supply instead of the 180's 504 rectifier tube. The A subsequently produces less heat & the A.C. ripple produced by the rectifiers is less that produced in the 180. Varies in from WNSW (after f/up to Gm) WENE & nice v/q from ZBul for Bermuda #2. DX: 2/3- SSE-101- u/WINS @ 6:15pm. Is this a Western station's s/off? Also a good log on Barbados-795 7-8:05pm. QRN was terrible & readability not so hot but got enough info so report out. 2/3, while tuned to 920 between 7-7:15 heard WAIT s/off 7:15 & WOSU, Columbus, OH from 8:55-7:10, then @ 7:15. WYAA back. 2/8, heard ZKOA-1520 all alone here 2:07-2:30 for another new one. Also took a log on WSUN-720 2:50-3:05 for a report. Radio Rebelde-550, Cuba, at 8:15 on 3-5 but too much noise. That wraps it up from here. 73 and good DX. (Thanks, Ron, in advance! -ERC)
Hi gang! DX has been great w/17 new loggings in five days, I WIG & LU3-940... TIM-1195 Reson 2/8-I 217 Tky Fkt Latest KYSN-1460, Station Also 'in HJZY-8 its We are on my aerial good report even on 1/22 3-3:15am, this was logged and verified. from the land where it's a blizzard one day and a downpour the next. 73 & very good DX AS THEY SAY IN BUENOS AIRES,"LRA4" - LONG RANGE ARRANGEMENTS & CONVENTION MADE N0T!

Ken Butterfield - 624 Arthur Street - Plymouth, Michigan - 49170
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DX NEWS

Hi gang! DX has been great w/17 new loggings in five days, I WIG & LU3-940... TIM-1195 Reson 2/8-I 217 Tky Fkt Latest KYSN-1460, Station Also 'in HJZY-8 its We are on my aerial good report even on 1/22 3-3:15am, this was logged and verified. from the land where it's a blizzard one day and a downpour the next. 73 & very good DX AS THEY SAY IN BUENOS AIRES,"LRA4" - LONG RANGE ARRANGEMENTS & CONVENTION MADE N0T!
I have something to add to our publisher's comments on tuning reports. Last week a
v/1 arrived from WMPF-680, in which the 2E, J. C. Deaderick wrote: "I suggest that on
any future reports you list as many commercials as possible because only through them
are we able later to identify our program content." This explains one reason for lack of
variety from stations that don't keep track of records played, especially when DXers
tend to list only song titles and artists under "items heard," when sending reports to
rr stations like WMPF. Of course, sometimes listing commercials isn't possible when
an exotic new station fades in for only about 30 seconds. Then, it perhaps would be
wise to write, "I regret that I did not hear more information for this brief reception
to list. Wish I could have heard more." Or words to that effect. I was lucky in ob-
taining a v/q from KNUZ-1230 in four days for a report in which nothing was listed but
the station ID & the start of a Sam Cooke record at 2:08am on 1/11. Latest tuning re-
suits' 1/30- KOE bucking WABC at 12:43am, KFTR-550 N.D. 1:15 s/off, KTOA-550 Tex. rr
1:30, WNEC-630 for 6:28am WNY #1 here @ 2:33. 1/31 - KLJC-1200 La. 1:43am. NM 2/1
- WLIR-1270 Tenm. 5:22am, CBE-1550 5:30, WINC-960 Miss. 7:15, WJDX-620 Miss. 7:23, WAXX-
770 Ala. 7:32, WSGN-620 Ala. 7:35, KKF-620 Tex. 7:43am. 2/3 - WISM-1490 Wis. 12:51am,
WEMP-1250 Wis. 1:120, WMSO-1230 Ill. 2:02 s/off, WNOV-590 Neb. 2:32am, KBOF-1430 Texas
3am w/rr, LMXY-920 3:20 w/rr for first Wash., WONE-980 Ohio 4:15, WTC-1060 Conn. c/o
KML 8:25pm. 2/5 - KWWL-1330, Iowa 10:05pm, WAVE-970 Ky. w/soft mx 10:55. 965 - KMLB-
1440 La. 12:05, WHOK-1440 L.S. 1:34, both w/transistor RX turned to null-out WIL. 2/6/3 -
No DXers heard, KGS-1020 3:15am for second Calif., WYZE-1480 Ga. 4:10 c/w, WQRM-560
Miami in good (8-4) 4:25am WQIC-1450 Tenn. 4:45, WCQX-1440 S.C. 4:51 s/on. Latest
varies received: WPT KNRF WRRF WFFR WMPF WILS. Total now logged is 210 in 34 states
in the first six weeks here. Till next time, 73.

Roger Winsor - 7001 West Stanley Avenue - Berwyn, Illinois - 60405

Guess it's about time I get back on the pages after - much too log while of not writ-
ing, DX has been just so-so the last few weeks except for a flurry after buying, my
Hallcrafter 8-106 when I logged several stations on 730 and other adjacent frequencities
next to Chicago stations. CJFE heard nightly here lately c/o CHMAD for a new Qursed.
KIX on r/c, WLVW heard 4:32am s/0n 1/25, WAT-810 after a big fight w/KOLO 1/28 at
8:06 w/WALL carrier on, WLSI on 1/31 @ 8:00, WLRN r/c 1/25 12:05-12:20 behind KCGR,
but KF&DCF already, WNGT TEST made it fine, but I got my times mixed up and R
listed the whole KAPT TEST. Ray said they were in better than WNGT. I got a good
log on WEMP. WNBC heard on HS 2/1, along w/FCDL r/c per list. WECW for another 1010
addition since my new EX 2/5 12:35-12:40 w/ one ID, WTLI 2/1 for my sixth Puerto Ric-
an.

Varies are as follows: WIVS-1360 Viroqua, Wis. on the back of my letter, USVL
v/f & CM in three days! WVIC w/nice letter even though they're not supposed to
this way according to engineering reasons, but love that skywave! "WOMT after four
months w/nice personal letter; WPR Travelers Rest, S.C. v/f & CM, WECU v/c, finally
KDWA as I imagine everybody else got theirs about the same time, WACX-1300 Terra Haute
Ind. v/1, USEF after sending f/1 per tip from Ray, COXK v/f for my second E.C., KSBN-
1010 Mason City, my first 1010 logging, KEYD w/nice letter, WCQN after 15 months at
no f/1, and finally WLNG v/1. Total now at an even 200. I went over to Ray's and he
re-wired some of his loop gave me and it works fine now. Letters off to WSBN WIC
WAXX & WFBN on 2/6, WCQX test, 2/28/65.

David Nagel - 1160 Burke Avenue - Bronx, New York - 10469

It's musing time for me again, so here it goes. I finally received my WPE calls from
Popular Electronics. It took from two to three months for me to get my call, which
by the way is WPENLK. Now for my always lessening recent loggings: WNEC-910 at
11:30am from New City, N.Y. (semi-local), CKPC-1380 at 6:15pm from Brantford, Ont.,
WAKR-1390 at 6pm from Akron, 0. I also logged a mystery station at the end of the
broadcast band. It repeated the letter E in Morse Code and I heard it on 2/5 from 2
2:25pm to 9:05pm. Does anyone know what this station was? Some of my recent varies
are CKY-930 WOSG-1490 WCCG-500. The prime letter from CKY was my most attractive
variety by far. I'd also like to say thanks to Jerry P. for starting me out in SCing.
I would appreciate it if you SCers would write to me. I also enjoy tapecoping with
Jerry P. Well, that's it for this report so I'll say 73s and C U (Sue) N.

MAY WE SUGGEST - TRY TO MAKE YOUR REPORTS CONCISE AND CONVERSATIONAL, USING E.S.T. &
LISTING TX & DATE OF RECEIPTIONS. IF YOU HAVE MYSTERIES OR QUESTIONS, WHY NOT ADD-
RESS THEM TO THE MEMBERSHIP AS A WHOLE, RATHER THAN TO YOUR EDITOR? IT'S EVERYBODYS
THING!
February 20, 1965
Ron Kuzmack - 1-472 Balmoral Street - Winnipeg, Manitoba


(kefr, Mexico City; Ron - ERC) CKSB-1050 3:15-3:30 ET in FF.


1/16- KYND-1650 3:35-4:05 ET-PT, V. 1/17- WPA-820 8:59-9:00pm, V. Radio Belize-834 9:18-9:30, fair. KTTT-1170 9:55-10pm, V. WIFE-1310 1/18 4:05-5:15am, fair. KCTA-1030 7:30-7:13pm, fair. CBAF-1300 4:17-4:34am DX Special, mex etc., V. 1/19- WOLG-770 7:55-8:19am weak, 2/1- CBF-590 2:10-2:15pm, dual w/CB-590. CJOB-660 2:45am. ET. CKRX-350 2:45am, ET, TT, OC. WHOD-1250 3:05-3:45 ET. CBF-590 2:10-2:40 off, CBF. CMRC-690 2:10-2:40 off; CBF/CBO. Comments on members' reports: unable to see any help to fellow listeners if members do not indicate at what time a station was heard. We all know that the stations are heard by someone, but at what time? 73s. Gene Allen - 134 Brem Harte Way - Wallejo, California - 94590

Despite all evidence to the contrary, I am still an NRE member. This is my report of the year 1965. I usually DX only on WAZ. I had an enjoyable DX meeting at Bill Wilson's in San Mateo on 1/31. I enjoyed meeting Tom McNiff and seeing Bill's Tech-Rad RX. It is a real professional job. Veries in the past month from WLCX-1250 WJCE-1270 W9CO-1470 WSKT-1580 WJJA-1580 WAGL-1560 CFOR-1570 KWHN-1150 WMDD-1480 WACJ-1200 HO2-1250 C WAT-1580. This year marks my 43rd at the dials. I can remember when the entire U.S. broadcast spectrum was on one frequency of 360 meters and most receivers were either crystal or one tube. This year has given me VAC and as well as verifying 50 countries. I need Waine for VAS. I now have 2,499 veries so I should get #2,500 soon which will complete another DX milestone. 73s. (Please let's hear more often!)

Andrew Fagg - 16 Lake Brease - Pointe Claire, Quebec.

DX declines, 2/3/2/4 - CKCN-560 in/out several times at night w/no report possible & not heard since. 2/7- PRG-2-1040 in/out, 1156-1240m but no report possible here either.

2/3- Loged & reported WMUS-1390 1:23-1:38m w/added plea for WGES & WYHR veries; CFML-1240 DX terrible at intervals, 2:05-2:13 (uhm). Veries: CHOM-560 DX JBO-750 YMFM

-1120 WAGL-1340. My tentative CHOM hinged on the intention that they were on a half hour earlier than NNRE said, and that the announcer's name was Ross Murphy. I gather from them that the first assumption was right, the verie was signed by Ross: wup? who tells me my lunch was right (who can differentiate between Ross/Russ when QR's heavy? WAGN v's Gary Brown turns out to be a distant relative, an 8th or 9th cousin. 73.

Dave Schmidt - 44 Green Lane - Green Ridge - Chester, Pa. - 19014

Welcome to the wonderful place of the worst DX in the world! Either it's my RX or I don't know how to find DX. Veries are like usual, slow, up to date I have 27 in 13 states. New veries: WOR 12/18 @ 11am, WRCY 2/5 @ 6pm, WAFB 1/7 @ 8pm (finally, after 12 reports) WHAS 2/2 @ 8pm. WCHF 2/7 @ 10am & WCCO sent me another QSL. If anyone on the WC wants to trade, please write, one trade only. Ones out are: CKWN KIXX, two to KOMA, WHO WAVA WLON WRGB WABG WDBC WRES WMW KWWY WYER WAPM WMCA KRLD KTKA WHAT WPFR Radio Barbados WJMJ & WCAU. Did I miss any, hi. My average in sending reports a week are two a day. Won't be sending reports on Fri. 2/13 because I have to work at a dance. Oh Roy! Write, you Wfers if you want that QSL for trading any extras that I ain't got. 73s, bad English and all.
I've much to say this week since last week was missed. First to DX. 2/1AM - W6ED - 1390, 1:30-1:35 r/c-TT; CKPN-1440, RS w/mx 1:37-1:52; KGHL-790, RS 2-2:06 s/off; a crazy tester on 920 w/ads and ending w."Oh brother, some of these characters are like for the moon" 2:15-2:22, and another one giving the temperature for Memphis, WRSJ-1650 4:40-4:51; CKPN-1350 s/on 4:56 w/Canada; WBIN-1320, s/on 5-5:11 w/Gospel mx; W2IN-1320 5:05-5:16 w/c. 2/IPM - WLJ-1540 s/off 6:30; KPCA-1550 s/off 6:45. 2/3PM- WESY-1560, w/Gospel mx 6:45 s/off. 1/5PM - CKRE-1460 FF 5:31-5:07 w/rx & mx. 2/AM - WIRL-1290 second report, RS 1:15-1:30 w/pop mx. WOSC-1300 ET 1:23-1:40 s/off w/Surfing mx (to whenever called that it once on 1460); KMC-1560 1550-2:32 s/off w/religous program; WSLR-1550, for call change w/c/w from 5:30-5:15. Note here, WAVY-1360 ANing more problems. CFCY-630 RS w/CBC AN, 3:52-4:07, second report (the first was before AN sked); W5OS-1450 RS w/rx & WYOM-1460 RS w/Gospel mx, 4:09-4:30; XSUM-1520 finally w/good signal, RS w/mx; 4:34-4:56; WCLS-1530, second report, 5:39-5:53. Veries received are: v/q - LENO CEL w/CBC Times, WFL. v/f - KGBT, Radio Caroline, WGIN. v/l - CBAM TR WCAP KEBX w/Hotel Bali Hi travel folder, postcard, envelope, sticker, and big juicy letter, WPOR w/folder, WESY KPCA. Maps from WGIN. Totals now hang at 715/465, 46/44, 10/9. After 2:00 o/n 540 try WDKA, Wayne, (They switch power later on & come in strong). Also HIDL s/on 4/13. Billy, CKOY will verify. Apparently return postage is essential. No WWHO HIDM or KXXK here (not on 2/6 anyway). Steve W., your SS on 1330 in the afternoon may be W6ED in N.Y. C. Joseph P., your idea is interesting and I for one would support it though I am personally having no verie problem as I'm averaging slightly better then one a day this year. A question - has anyone received veries from WARK-590 WFRM-1390 WHOK-1320 or WHOT-1330? That's it from here, 73 & DX.

Ron R. Schiller - Box 466 - Normouth Beach, New Jersey

Total of verifications now 1,533 w/the addition of these: RIAS-854 Vilnius-110S, Andorra-998, VOA-Greece-791 BBC-North Ireland-1340 Bonaire-300 Hessischer Rundfunk-593, Petofi-1137, RNE-Canary Islands-629, Vatican-1289, CKTR WCGN WAWR WKGN WCGS WROW WEXY WSWL KGBT WAGN (get yours, ERC?) (Yes -ERC) CHLC KNAW & WBBM-DFX. Latter said he had 34 correct reports and two unverifiable reports from non-NRC members in Kanmore, N.Y. & Proctorville, Ohio. Country total now 64 w/reports still out to a few more countries: Ireland Poland Guadeloupe (third try) Syria Denmark BFSR in U.S.R., Bulgaria, etc. I also have 30 domestic stale reports, including seven DXes (three Oregon, ugh!) And the supposedly friendly-to-DXers WCVL-1520 has not answered. They get harder and harder to get and those incorrect or insufficient reports sure don't help matters. A few new loggings: 1/16 - WHOW-1520 at 5:55em NX. WPTZ-960 s/on 8:39 for fifth report (nonsuccess yet either); WAER-1440 6:05-6:30 on top. 1/18 - WCGS 1400 w/woman announcer on AN show circa 4:26am, Sam WHIN WPKT & WJET supplying the QRM. WENC-1300 s/on 4:46 just after WERE had s/on at 4:46, this a M4. 1/20 - WEGN-1370 r/c 2:50 through WCGN r/c w/00, both raw and both in/out w/WSPD AN. 1/25 - KAPT-1220 fair, but Oregon #3 this season. WENQ-1530 in beautifully o/Hi- pest. CKTR-1150 AN w/EE & FF announcements. 2/1 - Tallinn-1034 s/on 9:57pm o/CSB2 but faded out by 10:18. Anyone wanting to do a bit of ear-straining for a new country; RNE-Canary Islands on 620 s/on at 3:00 EST in SS and opening program is setting up exercises. Have heard him five or six times w/varing signal strength (and contrary to RNR's notes, WSUN is very much silent on some MMS). I have heard the RNE outlet both w/ & without WSUN; their 10Ckw, gets out pretty well! S/off is 7pm, for anyone without a WVMB or WVNT in their backyard. 73.

Billy Andres - 11125 128 Street - South Ozone Park, Queens, New York - 11420

I'd like to put on an idea I've had now for some while. It is on the style of the frequency check list, and it might save time (might) from going through old DXlists to see what time WDEV signs on. Get the picture? A list of s/on times of stations, by time, then frequency. For example, here is what it might look like: 5:00, 540-WGTO There is only one drawback. Mr. Brauner's column may be short for a 570-WSKY one or two weeks if this idea goes through, but who knows? He may be. 1470-WFHY wait a rest! This would be just for s/ons, of course, one big list, like Mr. Fela's f/c list. Please let me know if you feel. 650 KORL-600 this list will be a help or a hindrance. Good DX & 73. (I feel it would be a rugged project, Billy - it'd depend on members to send in s/ons they have heard. They vary, too, Mon-Fri is often different from Sat. & Sun. It would take a lot of work on what could be considered only a small phase of BCB DXing, that of tuning s/ons. -ERC)
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Leo Fox - c/o U.K. Mines - Calumet - Elsa F.O. - Yukon Territory

I got a Sony taperecorder 200/2/6, and wouldn't you know it, the most spectacular Aurora I've ever seen blocked out everything but CBDD. It was a truly fantastic display, filling the whole sky in red, yellow, green and purple, vanished abruptly at 2am but reception didn't improve. Anybody want to tape-record? My 41-varie arrived 2/4, a definite QSL (PP) from 2M6-1450, 1kw, in Wadgell, New South Wales, about 150 miles NW of Sydney. They said, "This is our furthest report ever, and was used in our news broadcast." Very strange: reception was on 11/30, with no other DX activity whatsoever; there was a real display of Northern Lights that night, too. Oddly enough, there's only about a tenth as much Auroral activity up here as back home, in Sask. Oh Ha.

Lots of European taped reports soon, wot. Sent f/up to BBC for ten outlets. CPFR is on 860 now, caught behind omni-present CHAK & Yukon net relay at Watson Lake. Wotcha!

Roy H. Miller - Box 91 - Marysville, Washington - 98260

Hello! DX quite limited since last, but here are new logging's: 2/1- KMEN-1230 San Bernadino, Cal. very weak, ID 3:29am while looking in vain for WOCG-TEST (also heard KBOI on this channel); KBSM-1280 Pocatello, Ida. 5/6am, loggable through 7am. 2/3 - Radio Pyongyang-875 outlet logged 9:30-10am w/repeated IS then three quick pipes & tone on hour, & properly. TWX-075 San Jose, C.A. w/AN snow, taped around 7am, no positive ID, & if YND is AN here, I'm off on this, but I don't think YND is AN nor on as early as 7am, but could be wrong! 2/5- Tou-840 Guatemala City "Radio Emperador" ID @ 1:09am. 2/9- CMRR-730 Sancti Spiritus, Cuba presumably "La Voz de Cuba" ID @ 12:30am 2/10- WWGO-650 Chibro, Japan NHK "pipe & tone" @ 10am, then anthem as s/off. To a few other items: Thanks, H.T. for note on address of WCON; I'll try again. Also noted Hank is pulling away from me in Oregon veries; I'm at 84, so will have to go to work & try to catch you! Heartily agree w/R.C. on "Eight Point" thesis on reports in DX NEWS of 2/6; trust all will read & hearken. Likewise I am in agreement w/Andy Rugg's thoughts re St. Maarten, Leeward Is., & Windward Is. as expressed in same issue; wouldn't wish to take the lead in promoting such a change, but believe it could be considered. Also, Hank H. "Washing" in same issue very good; also feel as he does that the NRC truly has the "quality" DXers, and I hope to remain in this fine Club for a long time. Sure I have differences of opinions w/some of you nutes, but so what? Scing is the last thing I'd ever want to fool around with; certificates for veries meaningless, yet let me say that the time & effort put forth to produce same by H.W. & R.C. is nevertheless appreciated, as I'm sure many will want same. Re-verified CPFR (now 860) in Prince Rupert, B.C.; colorful CBC Prince Rupert QSL card, on which they state the only LPFT left on 860 is Hope (CBUE); channel certainly sounds much better now & may present some DX-ability as I don't think CPFR is running AN on 860 as yet; I believe the weak CBC Vancouver LPFT thereof is CBUE. Will keep all advised as to developments on 860, & will also try to find out new frequency assignments of the multitude of ex-860 LPFTs. CPFR states were testing at time I heard them (2/6) but it was regular commercial programming, and they have been heard on 860 from time to time since, both evening & morning hours. Actually they may be operating in parallel on 860 and 1240 temporarily. Rather long answer, so quickly, 73.

Larry Lehmer - 420 North 26 Street - Council Bluffs, Iowa - 51522

Greetings from Iowa's newest NRCer! By way of introduction, I am 19 years old & have been DXing for about two years. I am a Sophomore math major at the University of Omaha & DX w/Knight R-100A & two antennae, a 34' longwire running N/S and a 4' loop. I also belong to the ICA and am familiar w/quite a few NRCers. My totals are: Stations 374/279, states 41/40, provinces 5/5, countries 10/5. I don't log a station unless I send it a report so I have actually heard over 500 stations but only 374 have been reported. I expect to add a tape recorder to my equipment soon & I will then be a tape-sender, so any tape-senders who want to send me a tape you can send it now. Now, down to DX: 1/25 WOCL-1560 5:17-5:31am 1/29 ESD-550 8:32-8:47pm 2/1 KRCN-1560 12:24-12:35am, TGC-860 12:42-1:04am s/off. 2/3 KUVR-1380 1:44-2:05et. KTEF-1250 2:05-2:16 et f/c, WCLE-1220 2:16-2:32 f/c, WURL-1560 2:32-3:43 f/c, EKLY-1300 2:53-3:01 f/c, KCMC-1300 2:01-2:10. 2/7- WOCL-1560 11:59-12:06am. 2/8 KTHN-1340 11:15-1:15 f/c, ILYV-1540 1:01-1:31 f/c, EXQ-940 1:34-1:47, KOEL-950 2:01-2:14 f/c, KBSL-950 2:05-2:13. 2/11 KNTT-540 6:01-6:13pm 2/12 WBBN-1450 3:26-3:40, KAKC-1240 3:51-4, KWAT-950 6:18-6:30pm. 2/13 WMA-1310 12:03-12:18, KUSD-550 5:45-5:53 f/c. KEBH-590 6:02-6:12, CHAH-1050 6:12-6:27. Veries in the last two weeks are being sent to Huss Edmunds, by the way it seems KTEF is now verifying. A friend got a "f" from them today. That's it for this time so 73. (Welcome to the NRC, Larry, we all hope to hear from you often in Musings! -ERC)
Pete Taylor - c/o KF6G - 900 North Point, San Francisco, California - 94109

2/9. No DX this weekend, but I was pleased to have a short visit last Wednesday from Bob Foxworth who attends the floating school, the "Seven Seas." Bob was in for a couple of days, and I was pleased to have him over for dinner and a brief dial session. Bob has been around the world and has visited many interesting stations. I hope he drops a line to Musings soon on it. On related subjects, someone mentioned a station returning a letter with a tape in it marked "refused." I suggest you write "DX Report" on the envelope. Many stations are plagued with job applications in the form of audition tapes and some are not interested. (We never return them unopened; we can always use the tape, hi!) If the NRC dues go up to $5, OK. I think though this is an exception season with more activity so maybe a compromise at $4.50 might work. If all the issues are this fat, then fine. I appreciate the "no holds" on the IDEX & hope John can hold up. DXing and working at a radio station where schedules vary considerably makes for a rough combination. I really appreciate the spirit of the Club and am glad that our Special DX programs are available to members of all clubs without prejudicial treatment. I think verifying XR locations and not studio locations would revolutionize but at the same time jeopardize the hobby. I am not willing to change city locations of my 1,100 veries frankly, and don't think the allowance should be made on an "as a state is needed" basis. Verifies should be counted on an as IDed or as listed basis & I think perhaps the Club should take a stand on it, or if not it should apply to the contests and Supremacy Ratings. Some stations have two (day & night) XR locations and one could get hung up, hi!

Don Eggert - 1925 East Bowman Street - South Bend, Indiana - 46613

2/13. Hi y'all. Doggone, there is such a thing as DX! I was up late last night and DID hear something; more later. Well, I'm set for another great year w/NX, as my $4 are in. Incidentally, I get my DX NEWS on Monday after mailing. Not bad for third class. Speaking of cases, I certainly hope DX NEWS doesn't go up a dollar like RHC mentioned, but if you gotta, you gotta, hi. Let's face it, we're getting our money's worth at $4. Dave Shauck, for Wyoming, try KOTN-910 on r/c second M/W @ 2am. Best bet was WYO-1410, but NSF WING sorta makes it hard. Lucky I got WYO when I did. John Dallas, WLYT-1450 Muscle Shoals, Ala., is heard here almost every weekday M/W a good signal. I heard DJ mention SC last night. Recent DX here is: 2/7- WJUD-1560 @ 6pm w/local WJVA off early. These next three logged while trying for KYND & KPIK; KFDF-1590 @ 6:59 s/off o/BBN, and KLTR-1590 @ 7:15 s/off SSE. 2/11- WESY-1590 @ 6:45 s/off maybe SSE. That brings loggings on 1590 to 13. Also on 2/7 I think maybe I had KKA-1550 @ 7, but couldn't be the unlisted KKA. 2/13- CMW (or whoever Castro-Cilier is) on 590 at 2:43 w/good signal. Say, 590 pretty clear around 4:00 on Saturday AM. Who was TT UT on 570 which ended @ 3:37? I got there just in time to hear C-5 operating on 570 kc/s, has been testing in compliance w/FCC, etc. I had SS on 960 after WBRC s/off @ 2:00, probably XEIQ, as they were gone @ 3. I didn't get an ID, as SS isn't my second lingos, hi. RABL not making it this AM - 960 pretty clear, like good old days, eh? Still 2/13 CECK-620 "EX-620" @ 2:40 w/xr, & the big one, KTAR-620 w/beautiful signal @ Saam s/off, thanks to Ralphie. Arizona is state #45 logged. Total loggings at 594, states 45/45. Recent verie - v/q, WMEX for 3/54 report. Reports out to KLTR & KTAR. Well, that about covers everything I've heard & do, so I'll say 73. DX NEWSes have been fabulous this Winter - let's keep it up!

Ron Schats - 510 N.E. 158 Street - North Miami Beach, Florida - 33162

Greetings from Florida/where people now laws are all year 'round! Bug news this week is a tape recorder, a Webcor "Regent" stereo model w/three speeds. This is the one that burned out last season, but it's OK now. So tape senders, send me tapes; I promise to reply to all. DX on 2/8 M/W is like this: WGOM-1240 Gulfport, Miss. w/fc 3:20 on. CMHR-780 w/No de Cuba AN show. Weak LA on 1475, probably Ecuador. ZTUZ-820, "Radio Itali" (ee-tah-EE) in Guayaquil, R.G.S. (Can't find it on the map). Something s/on-1500 w/ IS & unk Bethem @ 4. WILS-1530 in Lansing @ 4:10. Previously-logged TYQX-920 s/on 4:25. KRO-1510 Robstown, Tex. Tnting past 4:30 w/c w mx. WSWL-1520 Shelbyville, Ind. s/on 5am o/KYDN w/"Kellogg's Good Morning." Sheldon Miller paid me a visit this AM 2/11 & turned up three interesting pieces of daytime DX on my RE-30; new "Reolq Nacional" Cuban on 1260 in weak, Sheldon guesses CMGR from 1580. Very powerful G&D relay on 740, possibly CJDL from 920. And this is the gem - HIBS-1160 @ 11:30! Only 850 beautiful miles away & Miller gets the pay check, $5 dues by Sept! I think I have a better story than this week will tell about it, like two Musings Editors etc. Hope to see you soon in Miami in '65. Joe & Ceylon. If you received an Orange Bowl Spec-
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John Callarman - Box 1914 - Pampa, Texas - 79065

Verification of reports are coming in at the rate of two per week, not so good really, but most of the reports out are foreign. I'm up to 36 countries verified with the latest verifications in from CBA2-665, Radio Hiram--566, Radio Barbados--795, Linz 2-2025, HRTV-715, and KZO0-1210. Only domestic reports out in the past three months have gone to KAPT for its TEST and W7IC, heard 2/5 as KRLD was off the air for some kind of equipment difficulties. W7IC is one of those stations I kept waiting and waiting and waiting on, until KRLD went AW-7 and blocked it. I'm quite disappointed with my first experiment w/a loop antenna & I guess I'll have to try again. My first loop did have some directional characteristics, but dropped signal strength on many stations to completely unreadable levels. The capacitor made absolutely no difference, so judging by the results of others, my title "Technical Idiot Number One" held true in my efforts at loop-building. I have sent out reports this season to 54 contest qualified foreign stations in all continents and 30 countries, and received verifications from 24 stations in five continents and 19 countries. I'm glad to get Ron Musco's report of a verification from ZM1-1235 in nine days. A change of heart there, apparently, so I will try again. Joe Boatwright, your verie from Ecuador on 1145 looked good in the v/s column. First report of one in at least four years. Anyhow, puttin' it where the foreign DXers look for it? A number of stations that had ignored my reports in past years came through this year with veries, including KAHU CBA2 YSS & HRTV, so things are looking up. I'm glad to see the continued participation by our members in Club activities & I think it's not too early to talk up Cedar Rapids! 73.

Willie K. Lewis - 2534 Belmont Boulevard - Nashville 12, Tennessee

Lots of listen - little new DX here - the price of having over 2,500 IDs and, no doubt.
1/18- WBTZ-1400 call @ 7:08 barely. Did I hear KFVD f/c-TT ID @ 1:52 here also? KOZ
called 3/30 off 3am w/ two; second one @ 3:45 became FJID (close to W7IC miles-wise). Ernie, you, Stan, Lemon & I get an exclusive or something in that one?) 1/25- KAPT-1200 ET/DX weekly. 1/27- WJW/WHDH/WRAP/NEAT-850 IDe weakly 3:39-3:35 unm. 1/30-WLING-1500 called @ 1:48 u/CJRN. 2/1- KODY-1240 f/c-TT 1:35. KRDS-1190 s/off 3am as
WoWo's O5 held off WHAM spill. WBTZ-1405 BS 3:20 w/KBOX. KIRV-1510 ET, call 4:01. I read that I missed much-wanted WRAN, on earlier. 2/6- I tried for KSAW-960 f/c as listed but not heard. 2/7- Umm KALE-960 s/off 3am w/KARL, o/two or three, rain, & 506/2/9- Weak one sounded like WX on KTRB-850 1:01-0:56. Did I hear 'em anywhere, please? You who need Idaho, Oregon, as you ask, I recommend these: KEX-1190 after KRDS s/off 2am. KTRB-1520 an after KROM s/off 3am. KTFI-1270 s/off 2:05 SSB after KBOE. KOZ-1300 s/off 3:00 after ABC NX. Those will not be easy. All are weak here. Do not listen for 2-3 minutes and dial elsewhere, discouraged. Stay glued to that given frequency till that station has time to drift in on a fade. IDing a station within its null is not often done in a hurry. KEX-1190 and WNAC-680 have deep nulls this way, but their "KEX" & "WNAC" have been heard none of the less. Also these are those fulltimers I can't seem to buy IDs on, i.e., KERG/KJCY-1380, KGVO/WKLE/KLMA-1290, KEX-1300, KGCW/WHIM/WDEV-550, KIBO-710 and 90 other continental U.S. old fulltimers, excluding local frequencies and Alaskans. But, if we had 'em all IDs, we would re-linquish good old BPS DX as a hobby, would we not? Observation: 1/31 AN 70, but I've heard less plain old static in mid summer. When does WROK-1070 s/on, anybody? 73.

CHANGES IN STATION DATA - F.C.O.

(Purchased from Seabrooks Printing Company, Washington, D.C., 20004)

1450 West Liberty, Kentucky 250 U-1

NEW STATION

1260 W J J J Christiansburg, Va./FRWBC 1550 W O K J Jackson, Miss., fr. WJAQ
1690 W W U N Jackson, Miss., fr. WOKL

CALL CHANGES

1090 W C R A Effingham, Illinois, to 1,000 D-1, from 250 D-1, same channel. Cancel note that their law is now on air - it is still under construction.
1390 W L A N Lancaster, Pennsylvania, to 5,000/1,000 U-4, from 1,000 U-2, no ch. N.
1450 W D L E Marshall, Wisconsin, 1,000/250 U-1. Move XR NE.
W R A X Grand Rapids, Michigan, to 5,000 D-1, from 1,000 D-1, same channel.
1490 W M O A Marietta, Ohio, 1,000/250 U-1. Move XR NW.

AS THEY SAY IN CARUTHERSVILLE, MO., "KORV." "KEEP CEDAR RAPIDS VIGIL." LABOR DAY!
Salutations, DX here still good. Warmer WX this week brought more Southern DX in, especially a lot of LAs (but mostly Cuba, match). Veris this week: v/J- WPQJ KQOR KFDN (thanks, JAC) KWI WBRN WQXW WTMX (on my letter) WSMX. v/q- WSMX KIRJ. WSMX says they'll change call to WBAI by end of Feb. & they have an application w/FCC for full time. Where did WAAI-1500 go? They're still on, aren't they? Speaking of applications w/FCC, KRDI-1190 has one for a power increase & KYJS-910 has one for a move to 1180 kc/s. & a power of 50,000W! Now to DX: 2/8- Woke up late, @ 5am but still managed to get a few good stations. KVX-1260 ET/W 3:15am on top. Just missed one on 1430 3:55am w/"conducting an ET on 1430 kc/s." Then I got WKNL-1430 3:59am's on in EE/SS. Umn WYZE-1480 3-9 @ 4am s/on. Then I had an SSB @ 4:02am on 1650; WMNT, or KEAL or XXKX? WSBD-1420 way on top at 4:05. AFCN-1200 very readable S-4 @ 4:39 s/on, but killed a minute later by WBAI OC. WNOC-1260 4:30am s/on. JYD-1295 4:35-5 readable but way & a lot of fading, w/Gospel program. Who had c/w test on 1570 4:38-4:44am when it abruptly went off? WDFN-560 4:59am s/on, WCMX-1150 5:00am s/on. TNMT-1000 5:05am s/on. 2/9- WLOX-730 6:30pm s/off. WSGM-12 6:40pm s/off. Interesting to find WZVA-1140 barely u/Cuban jammer @ 6:40pm. KFSA-860 6:59pm s/off. Umn WDAQ-1380 clear @ 7:05pm. 2/13- Who was SSB on 680 @ 12:15am? Umn r/c of WKID-1580 @ 1:25, but without code word for a change. Also had TT w/WKID w/horse Code ID @ 1:25, but could not make it out. Was this r/c of KDEP? KDEP-1540 test w@ 1:40. Much needed KHOE-920 r/c @ 2:05am. Umn WLOK-1050 5:42pm way on top. Local WBTU still on then, don't know where they were. WYBE-1490 clear @ 6:05pm. WSVN-960 6:14pm s/off. WSVN-1490 @ 6:24 pm. I got a Hanagua, Nicaraguan on 1095 6:50-7:50pm w/pop LA mx & US rr, who? Very poor modulation. Also an SS-955 7:30-7:48 pretty weak. 1095 one was at a solid S-7. 2/14- WERY/WEBZ-1690 s/off midnight. CHAB-800 u/OKJW @ 2:13 for a surprise. WSGM-1560 in the clear @ 7:50am. G. Kreidler- 3am s/off on 960 is XNL. J. Butterfield- Japanese instrument you refer to is a "samisen" but don't know if they'd call it that in Iraq. A. Fisher- Either KAYA or WWMN rr om 1090 1/25; probably KAYA. J. Berret- XZWA (v/q) WJR (v/q) & KNOX (v/q) have verified me. J. Boatwright- WDEC-580 is AN W in I think. Keep up the fine column. JWE! 73 & best DX to all even M.Tilbrook!

Wayne plunkett - 124 John Street - Weston, Ontario

Not much DX in Feb. so far- obviously I need a better RX for the splits. 2/1- Bits and pieces of a few interesting catches, but few definite IDs. On 1170 @ 2:30 heard this: "For the past half hour, you've been listening to ?? every Sunday night at this time." Only a guess but maybe needed KBCQ - anybody help me with this brief bit of info? On 880 or so @ 2:40, discussion on the career of R.A.Butler which I took to be Walee-881; The Lord's Prayer om 1370 @ 3:02; KEEN I guess; TT-1290 3:14 among others but no WQDX DX; CHNO-900 definitely AN MM now; WCMX-580 & WONE-980 also seemed to be AN; unID TTs on 540 1230 1250 between 3:40-3:50; also TT-1130 - never can recall hearing one there before so wonder if WSN-1130 might have been ETing there? 2/2- PJKI-1580 in again at 7:30 s/off by George James, v/s; CJME-730 good signal @ 7:35, not heard nearly as often as in the past. 2/4- Who are possible 7pm s/offs in Feb. on 1650? Heard this FM & couple times since but WERY always too strong. 2/5- WGTN-540 clear @ 6:12pm. 2/8- Mystery "0 Canada" s/off on 1350 @ 12:00 - anybody pinpoint this one? KVOR-1350 in @ 1:15 w/WSRX s/off; SSB s/off on 1340 @ 2am again, SS on 1300 @ 2:15 - are WTXL & XEP both AN MM? (WTL is, anyway -ERG) Strong TT on 1320 @ 2:27; WJIK-1240 w/2400X; TT-1580 at 2:35; WIBG-990 in good w/CWFN off; on 1150 @ 3:27, somebody in EE talking about origin of the Air Force - who? No CFTM-1200 DX. WBAI/WDBU dominating. So you can see, more unIDs & mysteries than DX lately. 2/10- Terrific early evening SS CX, topping many clearers & regions 7:30-8:30pm & 1325 split particularly strong, but nothing new noted. 2/11- Managed a short ion on KNYD-1580 as readable u/CBJ at times, 6-8:16 s/off meriting "50,000w. in all directions." 2/13- WNAX-570 s/off 1am, at 9:22, finally added a new one on what is my jinx frequency too, ERC, namely 1600, WEXX, Winston-Salem w/"Big Name XW" u/KSTP; WQWJ-1570 s/off SSB 5:59, used to hear this one regularly u/old call WKAI; seldom now. Unanswered reports 10/1/12/31: WYAI-1460 WQGA-1240 WQGI-740 CJUR-730 WRLS-1440 WQOO-910 KARE-920 KEMO-1070 KFPO-1550 KFTI-1510 WDOW-1440 WYJO-1440 WBYV-900 WQOK-1480 WEFT-950 CJRJ-1220 KOCO-930 CKWW-580 WTCX-960 WQCF-1580 WERT-1220 KFBI-1070 WRLS-1440 WYZX-570 CCFK-600 KROW-1460 KROI-1360 WSET-1140 KRMX-920 CKSA-1140 WWER-950 CJER-630 KIXZ-940 KUTT-1550 KXDI-1340 CKXL-1140 WSEP-1350 WJMS-550. No less than 38 so looks like lots of f/ups. Pulled another & slept through XNIA TEST. On 2/14 however I added three on 1300 in a half hour; Finally a San Diego KGB-1580 4:46pm. WRRP surprisingly never for sure before but ID @ 5am; WRRP didn't s/on till 5:08.
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Joe Fele - 107 Goodwin Avenue - Newark, New Jersey - 07102

Verses since last report are v/s from WLOS-1380 WNNX-1260 WERK-1550 WVIC-730 WRAP-DX-1300 WGAZ-390 ENS-1214 WOSG-1300; v/s from KNDA-1450-TEST, CBNR-1190 KNUX-1350, & Radio Veronica-1552. Recent DX: 1/18- 3:38am WQX-790 in very strongly so reported; 4:06 WAP-DX weak w/TTL & QC QRM. 1/20- 3:30am, KAPT-1225 TEST in about 25% of the time; 3:50 CCR-920 so CJJC as no other possibilities. 2/1- 12:17am, WGGI-1150 w/c, guess their f/c; 12:57 WFM-1280 o/WNR, BS - WFM seems to be #2 on the channel now, only second to WNDK even on weekdays. Odd, they couldn't be heard at all when they first went AN. 1:02, WISN/CSTR-1150 fighting it out, WISN @ s/off; 12:25 CKSA-1150 w/CSTR; 1:30 KGHL-790 in the mess; 2:09 PST station on 730 so CJLH. 2/5- 1:01am Radio Veronica-1552 up to 8-5 so reported, WQXR on OC/TT. 2/8- WAVY-1350 AN again. 1:04am, WSST-13-60 (ex-WADC); 1:25 WOSG-1300 f/c-M; 2:00 KVOR-1300 s/off; 2:07 CBNR-1240 DX breaking WHOV for a while; 2:38 WILS-1320 up to 8-6, only the second time in a year they made it here on their nighttime pattern, 1320 is generally KXYZ w/TCPX or XEAI w/them sometimes. Has WQXR-1560 installed a new XR or a new directional array? They're advertising in Northern N.J. that they have a new AM transmitting facility. Their signal, although not the weakest of the locals, probably encounters the most difficulty down here - it's subject to fading, sometimes considerable fading. I assume they are trying to correct this. Question: How can some of you fellows stand WCA? Their announcers are about the worst of any, yelling continuously, interrupting records, etc. Their format can best be described as "continuous noise." And I'm not too anti-rr either as I do regularly listen to WABC-770 WABC-790 & WARM-590. Compared to the CPC results I received last year, Len Kruse's results are excellent. I received only one yes per 10-15 letters & only one out of four or five station even bothered to answer! 73.

Chris Lucas - 89 Round Hill Road - Fairfield, Connecticut - 06430

Greetings once more from Southern Connecticut. I'm very disappointed that for the second week in a row none of the Specials made it here. A total of 14 new stations logged in the past week & three v/s came in. DX by dateline: 2/9- WFRM-680 on top 535mpm, WSLS-610 Roanoke, Va. c/w WIP/CRL @ 5:47pm w/rr. 2/13- WLEM-1250 Emporia, Pa. 5:44 pm s/off, WFM-1320 Gettysburg, Pa. at 7pm for Pa. #60. 2/14- AM- KXUL-1320 3:14 for No. #3, then KNIA-TEST at 3:21. WDCR-1340 on top 3:44-4:04 ID w/mostly old rr; Hanover, N.H. Then came a surprise, KLVJ-1360 o/AMAT for a minute of so @ 3:13 w/rr. SSS, finally WANN-1150 Annapolis @ 5:44-4:04 w/rr, o/w WOR. 2/15-2/15 successful, but no Specials; KXKQ-630 St. Louis @ 2:57 w/NX, then s/off. WFM-1260 testing @ 3:30 o/WNR for Ind. #3. Logged WSB-1260 @ 3:45am while trying for CJWA Special. WFRN-1450 Pontiac, Mich. s/on @ 4:30 on clear channel. Finally, I noted stations on 1320 w/c/s. parallel to CBL, so I'm counting it as AN CBL, Kirkland Lake, Ont. Loy of v/s are now overdue: Only three last week: WBC w/postcard, KION w/l, & KOMO w/l. Log now stands at 893. Best states now: N.Y. w/93, Pa. w/80, Fla. w/45, Va.w/42, & Ont. & Mass. w/39. I really enjoy reading Hank Tynall's Musing, & note his 18th century states. Wow! No DX NEWS today - I sure hope it comes tomorrow. Last night at SSS, I noted a station, & had them on tape, whose call sounded like WNBE on 1250, w/s/off at 6:15 w/SSB. Not listed in WJ, any ideas? That's all for this week, so 73.

Bennie Duffy - 77 Livemore Avenue - Staten Island 2, New York - 10302

Further proof that this Winter has been one of the best DX-wise is that Ed Smith, GE of WPON-1330, local, phoned me to advise that he received a record number of European reception reports, all of them saying his signal was fair to good. His most recent ones were four from Sweden, one Norway, one Holland, & one London. Another indication of that is my logging KHOW & KVIN, Oregon. WELV-1370, Ellenville, N.Y. was heard at am recently, through bad QRM. Latest v/s are v/s from WSVI Salisbury, Ind., WDGJ-1220 Jacksonville, WBAE, Belfast, Me. & KDWA, Hastings, Minn. Answering Ben Patch, I couldn't hear that "outlaw" nor can/I ever log CRT-540 Nfld that local fellow DXer Pete Clarim hears well, often. Ah, the oddities of radio reception, even in "a good year!" Dick Cooper wrote me to explain that the reason the 1/9 DX NEWS was delayed a week was "trouble at a transfer point." We can't complain, though, as that was the only time it was late this season. 2/14, a badly hashed cycle toner, w/garbled ID, at 3-5:00 w/s 1320 kc/s, probably was KNIA, Knoxville, Iowa. 2/15, none of the scheduled DX-casts came through for me.

AS THEY SAY IN SACKVILLE, N.B., "CEA," "CEDARAPIDS BEGINS ALL." SEPTEMBER 4-5-6, THE LABOR DAY WEEKEND IS THE TIME! BE SURE TO BE IN ON THE FUN! MAKE THOSE PLANS NOW!
This is my first DXing report in Feb., & it certainly won't abound w/starring new catches. DX has been rather dull here, & variegated as usual, slow coming back. I am quite pleased w/the action in the Foreign Contest so far, where there is a battle in each league, & some extremely interesting varies showing up. As a matter of interest, our contestants have so far verified a collective total of 75 countries. These 75 are distributed this way: Europe 33, NA 19, Asia 8; Africa 6; SA 5 & Oceania 4. Obviously, most of this season's activity has been confined to northern hemisphere reception, which I suppose is true for the first half. Now wouldn't it be reasonable to hope for some reception from DU, lower SA, & Southern Africa? Right now the LAs are being heard better than anything else, which always leaves me a little bit unhappy, as I am not primarily an LA fan. Reception two weeks ago was fairly good, & on 1/30 I had further reception of Tirana-1358 while looking for Nigeria again, in vain), & caught on tape a nice Tirana ID @ 12:12am, 1/31. 

Verified earlier. On 1/31 one new logging, PJDE, St. Maarten, which was on 1235 kc/s. all evening. Did not get up MM 2/1, & certainly sorry I didn't, after talking to Gordon Nelson. Later, 2/1 I heard Tirku-962 s/off on 111pm, but unreadable. 2/3 was the last real good station, & I succeeded in pulling Tallin-1214 in at 10pm in spite of local WCAU, w/enough material for a report. The next evening I enjoyed a visit from my scientific friend, Gordon Nelson, & heard a lot more about his marvelous gadgets. I have been trying to keep up w/that guy all season but he really pulled ahead when he got his Pyongyang varie back, & my report probably is in the dead letter office at the Korean border! But just wait till I get Svalbard-1466! I did hot hear much the rest of that week, & MM 2/8 was not successful. I had no luck w/the HIBZ-1340 DX, although I did notice a het there, which could have been they, or perhaps the BBC. I worked over a Portuguese station on 880 after 3am, & I think it was Radio Itai, but there isn't a definite ID on any part of my tape, except for something that sounded like "Radio Calipazu." Many LAs heard the past several days. Only varies were from Vilnius-1106, Andorra-996, BAI-1115 & TNV-775. Also, to those good members to whom I owe letters, DON'T GIVE UP! I may write you this week!

Sheldon Miller - 840 80 Street - Miami Beach, Florida - 33141

Not too much new DX this week. I've been concentrating on 860 & 1050 kc/s. lately, to boost my loggings on those channels. 2/10- CMEL-860 off, WKROI in the clear to 6:15 s/off; station mentioning Philadelphia went off at that time, WTEL? (T hey s/off 5:30 or 6:45 in Feb., Sheldon -ERG) WAZE Clearwater there to 5:30 s/off, w/HNWI, Opp. Ala., WIVE Knoxville, & WMAG Forest, Miss. All these off @ 6:30pm. Then CIBC in FF & two SS stations, HJEP & HISP, all fighting it out. Later, KASM a 1kw. rr station w/MST - could this be KFWO? Slop from WFLS won't make this channel impossible.

2/12. On 1050 kc/s., XKG w/weak signals, VYRT not in evidence; they've been reported moved to 990 kc/s., so channel fairly clear. Daytimes on 1050 logged to 6:15 s/off: WMANZ Ga/&, WIVY Flp., WREB Flp. At 6:30, WACF Miss., WPFS Ala. An off-frequency LA faded up for a while, mx suggests Colombia. WBN weekly @ 6:45, than another SS, ID-ing as Radio Cadena YSU, El Salvador. Then a 250W, K-call w/rf s/off @ 6:45, was this KCLJ? 2/13- WMAT-1360 broke down during 9am, carrier off! WOBBS Jacksonville there loud, CMGB "Radio Popular" u/him; first 1360 loggings since I've been DXing. Anyone know who has CBS? NX on 1010 kc/s.? TICEC-1000 San Ramon, C.R. heard w/a nice ID @ 7:15 pm. Roy Pillar, re your comments on 1180 kc/s., I have 11 on that frequency. Letter dated 2/8 from HIBZ says they were on 1180 kc/s., Sunday 2/14, WX very warm, I went surfing sans wet suit, the water beautiful! 2/15, HNL- CX poor; HNL no new loggings, but many Brazilians this AM. Verifies: LICS-1550, P.O. Box 188, Hastings, Neb. signed by Richard G. Luth, CE, a v/l. CFQY-630, 85 Kent St., Charlottetown, PEI, sent the words: v/l, Cms for AM & TV, rate cards, tourist pamphlets; signer is Gordon M. Tait, Op. Coordinator. V/l mentions mine is the farthest S report they have had since station was founded in 1934! G. Nelson, your 750 "jammer" is JECG's OC which they leave on AM. Interesting historical facts: WIOD Miami, was heard by Admiral Byrd in Antarctica in the 1920s, & they still have his reception report. Of course, they had a clear channel in those days, & several hundred kms of power. Miami in 66! Ernie, your 1375 is S well as St. Pierre here! Also Radio Free Europe uses only SW at present - FBIS lists no 719 outlet. Finally, HJAY-1580 announces "Wil Watts" (1,000w.) - their location on the coast gives them quite a boost! (Thanks, Sheldon-ERG) JAN SITUATION. QNT: 980 WTRY NSP. QTF: 1450 WJIZ SNs (s/off is 5:02)
K T N S - 1230 - Falls City, Nebraska
Tom James, Chief Engineer
Mr. James writes in part: KTNS makes a frequency check the second Sunday of each month from 12 midnight until 12:15 A.M. CST. We broadcast a 1000 cycle tone with an ID at least every four minutes. Also we will be making equipment tests and our yearly "proof of performance" in the near future. I can make no guarantees, but I will conduct the proof on March 1, 1965 if possible. A more probable date would be February 28, 1965, from 12 midnight on, CST, Sunday morning. I will be anxiously awaiting your copy of DX NEWS." So, it would appear our KTNS Proof of Performance test will occur on Sunday morning, February 28th, from 1:00 a.m. EST on, or a possibility of its being on the air Monday morning, March 1. This is one of the few remaining 100 watt stations, and was heard coast to coast a few seasons ago on a special DX broadcast, so they get our well, gang, which means they may do it again, so be there on 1230 kc/s. to see. ARRANGED by Jack Molnar.

K S T R - 520 - Grand Junction, Colorado
Jack E. Lewis, C.E.
April 1965

KSTK - 520 - Grand Junction, Colorado
Jack E. Lewis, C.E.
April 1965

February 20, 1965

TWO SPECIAL TESTS NEXT WEEKEND!

K T N S - 1230 - Falls City, Nebraska
Mr. James writes in part: KTNS makes a frequency check the second Sunday of each month from 12 midnight until 12:15 a.m. CST. We broadcast a 1000 cycle tone with an ID at least every four minutes. Also we will be making equipment tests and our yearly "proof of performance" in the near future. I can make no guarantees, but I will conduct the proof on March 1, 1965 if possible. A more probable date would be February 28, 1965, from 12 midnight on, CST, Sunday morning. I will be anxiously awaiting your copy of DX NEWS." So, it would appear our KTNS Proof of Performance test will occur on Sunday morning, February 28th, from 1:00 a.m. EST on, or a possibility of its being on the air Monday morning, March 1. This is one of the few remaining 100 watt stations, and was heard coast to coast a few seasons ago on a special DX broadcast, so they get our well, gang, which means they may do it again, so be there on 1230 kc/s. to see. ARRANGED by Jack Molnar.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DX NEWS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>VERTIBANDERS</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

590 WROW Carl Davis, CE  B 1220 CASMqM Marcel Millete, CE A
510 WDAFq C.A.Polierl, E  E 1220 CJSs Reg McDausland, TD C
640 WELLO P.W.Greaves, CE  D 1230 WBNNq Alan D.Vaber, GM A
720 WGN q G.William Lang, CE  E 1200 CPRNq T.B.Watson, CE G
730 WNTCM Kenneth Apmeaugh, CE, B 1210 WWJdF Bruce P.Elving, B E
740 WNBfu J.R.Webb, CE  A 1290 WILB Russ Schauer, CE B
740 WNOOp Chas.Hettesheimer, CE, B 1290 CKSLq W.B.Soot, Eng.M. A
760 WCSS Cyril Brenner, E  E 1200 Loggings 
770 WAADq John Bourcier, MEng.  F 1200 OJSMq M.Boulienne, GE M
840 WHAS O.W.Towner, DoE  J 1330 WTRXq Charlie Wallace, CE A
850 WIXIX James Blanchard, CE  J 1310 WJPS Don Rees II J
860 WAMO Milford Flack, CE  A 1340 WIRYq Ken Duquette, CE A
870 WICq Mr.Hanna, CM  G 1350 WLNSq R.C.Parsley, CE A
910 WLDr J. Blanc  EF 1360 WIAq Miss Dea Arnistead, PD E
940 WLOq John D.Wilson, M  B 1360 WLIq David L.Windham, CE E
880 WOLSm L.W.Clary, M ProgOp  E 1370 WBRC L.W.Hitchcock, CE D
890 WLS q William J.Nolan, CE  B 1370 WCGm Chas.E.Marvin, CE B
900 CCBR Andre'Leconte, VP&GM  A 1370 WSPDq George Fulop, CE A
910 WRKLF Peter P. Brooks, CE  C 1380 KUDLm J.W.Jones, CE A
920 WRNLU E.V.Wolsten, Jr. OpM  A 1420 WWJR Theo.H.Boisvert, CE B
940 KIOA Bert C. Auten  J 1440 WBCq Aaron Kaplan, ESu CJ
940 WINZqm W.B.Pletcher, CE  B 1450 WMAJp W.W.Filer, CE J
950 WCPcq Judge Castle  P 1457 BSC q see 1214 same A
950 KWAT Francis Alvin  B 1460 WACO R.C.Lee Glasgow, P&G
960 KEOI J.A.Johnzt,Jr., CE  B 1470 WDFxu Wm. C. Helms, CE A
970 WXNWF N.J.Goetzinger, CE  B 1490 WBFM P.G.Williams, CE A
990 WNOXq R.T.Engert, CE  B 1500 KXRA Kenneth L. Olson, CE T
990 WJEH E.L. Atkins, CE  B 1530 WCCHq N.Wolfson, CE G
1010 KLRq Blanche Perry, CE  E 1540 KDFNm Larry Dunlap, PD B
1020 TGUX Maria Antonieta S. de Paniagua  J 1550 WGIq Richard A.Morgan, GM J
1020 WNUF W.A.McNichol, EngDpt.  F 1560 WJWAc Stephen Grundtner, Jr CE E
1120 KNOXq Larry Burrows, CE  F 1560 WWAVq Larry Gardner, CE B
1150 KB1Ad D.A.Engelhardt, CE  B 1560 WBBmu Wm.H.Kirby, VP&GM A
1170 WGHmq Francis L.Jacobs, CE J 1600 WING T.A.Moore, StaB B
1180 WHAMq Albert Davis  E 1620 WTTF Loren Guild, CE J
1190 WANN M.H.Blum  J 1660 CREDITS: A-D.Gnauch; B-B.Weinstein
1214 KRCOS I.R.Drummond, OpF  B 1660 EJ H.Clarice; D-D.Schmidt; E-B.Meissler

**EVERYBODY PLEASE TRY TO TYPE THEIR V/S; I MAKE FEWER MISTAKES!!!**

Russell J. Edmunds - Box 435:415 University Pl. Syracuse, N.Y.; 13210

Well, not much DX and no veries... F/ups out to WSGW-790 and CKRC-630. Loggings go so: 2/5 CMU-630 ard. 2208 in SS; 2/7: XERPN-660 w/ old USF standard c/u WNDG 0218-0225; CQFY-630 ID at 3:05 for province #8 logged from NY. 2/8- WTRU-1600 ID @ 2200 amongst about 5 others. 2/12- WDFx-1230 @ 1225 w/ ID. They're MBS. 2/13- CHRIS-1090 in FF @ 1225 then WILD w/ rr @ 1225. Total here now 345. Overall-680. A few questions now: On 2/7 from 0210 on a G&W u/WAKR after WRY s/off: WHO?? 2/8: On 1600; A Negro Gospel-Revival Hour program (Allen Revival Hour) from 2100-2200. The following stations it is NOT, FOR ALL OF THEM ID'ed during the hour or under this one. It's not: CJRN, WWRL, WTRU, WAAM, WBOS; So, is it: WPRC, KATZ, WAPI or XBAE?? These appear to be the probables. My 1290 FF might be a CBC relay, but who?? My 670 w/WMAQ on 1/21 can't be an image. No locals run 15-min. NX at that tir
Please send DXDD items to J.W. Bruinen, RD 1, Box 61, Punxsutawney, PA 15767

Freq. Call Location, Remarks
550 WDEV Waterbury, Vt. Weekday S/on 4:58 AM. Weinstoin
550 WSVB Harrisburg, Vt. Weekday S/on 5:00 AM. Weinstoin
640 KFI Los Angeles, CA. Hrd 2/14 at 12:06-12:29 AM w Basketball game, Donalson.
900 WKXV Knoxville, Tenn. Feb. S/off 6:15 PM. Weinstoin
990 WSG Philadelphia, PA. Uses 50 Kw. 7:00 AM to 5:30 PM (Feb) 10 Kw otherwise.
1010 CFRB Toronto, Ont. Not silent SM 2/14 @ 0400 or 0500, JWB. (Schmidt)
1150 WOTA Geneva, AL. Had ET/MX on 2/8 from 3:15 AM to at least 3:45, Weinstoin
1150 WQKY Morristown, Tenn. Weekday S/on 5:01 AM. Weinstoin
1150 WNBW Dayton Beach, FL. S/off 12:30 AM. Weinstoin
1200 AFCH Fort Brooke, P.R. Weekday S/on 4:29 AM. In clear MM's. Weinstoin
1230 KWIX Moberly, Mo. Had ET/MX on 2/8 at 3:45 AM. Weinstoin.
1250 WLCR Scottsville, Ky. Had FC GC,T & D's. KHJRN 2/14 & 5:50-5:58 AM, JWB
1260 WHCO Chatanooga, Tenn. Weekday S/on 4:130 AM. Weinstoin
1260 WFOC Boones, Iowa. Feb 8 is 8:15 AM to 6:45 PM. Weinstoin
1260 WGWG Greenville, Miss. Feb. S/off 6:40 AM. Weinstoin
1280 WMLL Laurel, Miss. Feb. S/off 6:45 PM. Weinstoin
1290 WCBL Founton, Ky. Had TT/FC on 2/14 at 5:40-5:55, then RS, Johoane
1290 WOMP Belpre, Ohio. Sun. S/on 6:44 AM, no SSB, hrd 2/14, Johoane
1290 WTUX Wilmington, Del. Feb. S/on 5:30 AM, off at 5:30 PM. Jim Hicks.
1290 WTUX " Dave Schmidt says S/on is 7:00 AM Please check this fellows
1300 WVEC Fulton, N.Y. Had ET/MX on 2/6 @ 1:35 AM. Gave S/on us 6:00 AM, Weinstoin
1320 KCLW Claytoon, Mo. TT/FC hrd 2/14 (2nd Sun.) 3:01-3:29 AM, Johoane
1320 WICK Lancaster, Ohio. Sunday S/on 4:00 AM w SSB, Hrd 2/14, Johoane
1370 WDRA Ellsworth Maine had ET/MX (TT) @ 1:59 on 2/6, Weinstoin.
1430 WREL Columbus, P.R. Weekly S/on 3:59 AM in EE & SS, Weinstoin.
1430 WHER Endicott, N.Y. Weekday S/on 5:30 AM w SSB, Johoane
1440 WROM Bay City, Mich. Sked: 5:00 AM (Sun.7:00) to Midnight, by veri/I, Johoane
1440 KEWI Topo, KU. Silent period is 1:00-6:00 AM. MM's, by veri/I, Weinstoin.
1460 WYZF Atlanta, Ga. Weekly S/on 4:00 AM, Weinstoin
1460 WION New York, N.Y. Had ET on 2/8 @ 12:55 AM. Weinstoin
1460 WDas Philadelphia, Pa. Now on 5000 watts 7:00 AM-5:30 PM. 1000 miles. Schmidt
1500 WKRO New Roehy, La. Feb sked. 7:15 AM-7:00 PM. March 7:15 AM-7:15 PM.
1500 Address P.O. Box 287, New Roads, La. Charles P. Woodside, MGR/ENG. Johoane
1520 KOMA Oklahoma City, Okla. Hrd S/off at 3:02 AM to return at 7:00 AM. Johoane
1520 WCHE Test Chester, Pa. Feb S/on 4:30 PM, off at 5:30 PM. Schmidt. (on MM
1530 WUPR Uruado, P.R. S/on MM 2/15 w SSB & other theme at 4:30, 435 HX QRM, JWB
1550 WSMR Smyrna, Ga. Plans change of call to WAAM by 2/28, ?? Weinstoin.
1550 KFDF Van Buren, Ark. Had GC test at 1:40 AM on 2/13, Weinstoin.
1590 WBBY Waterbury, Conn. S/off at Midnight, Weinstoin.
1590 WXXF Guayama, P.R. Why on top of WAKR at 4:45 AM on 2/15, SS, JWB
1600 WAFQ Ashtabula, O. Weekday S/on 5:45 AM w SSB, JWB.
1600 DXDD items, all by Steve Weinstoin

FC's per list, all by Steve Weinstoin

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1st MM</th>
<th>1st Sat.</th>
<th>1st Sun.</th>
<th>2nd MM</th>
<th>2nd Sat.</th>
<th>2nd Sun.</th>
<th>4th MM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WOOD-1300</td>
<td>WAAP-1350</td>
<td>KCII-1380</td>
<td>WHTO-1450</td>
<td>WKID-1590</td>
<td>KSCJ-1360</td>
<td>KFDB-1340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KVSH-940</td>
<td>WSHW-1550</td>
<td>KHEJ-1290</td>
<td>KHEO-930</td>
<td>NOTE-1150</td>
<td>WHEL-1300</td>
<td>WHEL-1300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| KQOX-1310 | WCFR-1280 | KJPH-1100 | KGDR-630 | TTH | AM
| KCTR-1510 | WBNR-1460 | KCFW-630 | TT hrd back of WKID | S/off daily @ 1:00 AM |

Finally caught up with 'back ordered items. Re recent DX here. On 2/1 had Aln.
station on 1200 testing at 3:55, not sure of call. WIOD maybe. No luck w KKW, lots
testing on 1200 on 2/15, even KFW. KFDM finally made it 2/8 over Caroline.
KNAF hrd at times after 3:15 SS QRM left then, then KXYZ's 25X sig to bother!
KJAY 1580 hrd on Aln, all & KICS w R/C at 2/16 @ 2:10-2:16 u CBE, u surprise, Neb
DX must be good, KFAB was bombing WIT to a standstill @ 5:30, a rarity here,
In the East:

February

(1) Dangorfield, (Pa.) adds: ILFY; W2DD: Yerevan; Stockholm; Ostersund; Cagliari;
    Vilnius-1101; Andorra-998; RAI-1116; TIR

(2) Schiller, (N.J.) adds: Andorra-998; Vilnius-1101; RIAS-Perlin; Lissagarvey;
    1340; PJB; VOA-Greece; Frankfurt-593

(3) Holbrook, (ND.) adds: Rome I; Vatican; HCEW-2; HCEW-1; Veronica; Hairnut; Tangen-
    burg; HOJ-2

(4) Tweedie, (N.J.) adds: None

(5) Parsons, (PA.) adds: Vatican; Horby; Stavanger

(6) Rugg, (QUE.) adds: Andorra-818; Madrid-584; Hobry; Talun; Daventry; Brookman's
    Park; Start Point; Shawsh; BCESan Sebastien

(7) Hoffman, (N.J.) adds: Rome II; Tallinn I; Prague-1286; Andorra-818; Timisoara I;
    HCEW-2; Sofia-827; Zagreb

(8) Peniston, (PA.) adds: Senegal; Stockholm; 1340; Herczegh; Carson; Crowborough;
    J.P.

(9) Schatz, (FLA.) adds: None

(10) Tied: Pela, (N.J.) adds: Rheinsender; Caroline II; WM4L

Marbach, (N.Y.) adds: Vienna-1475

CENTRAL LEAGUE:

(1) Semrad, (WIS.) adds: CSD-9; Guadeloupe; BBC-Wales; Yerevan; Dublin; FJA-8;
    Warsaw-I502; Szczecin-1304; Suhl-692

(2) Callarman, (TEX.) adds: YSS; Belize; Bordeaux; W2DD; Andorra-818; JCBP; BBC-
    1214; Daventry; HCEW-2; Lisbon I; Athlone; Barbados; Linz-1025

(3) Lutzenberger, (WIS.) adds: ZNS; RNE-Canaries; HWEF; Prague-1286; Prague-638

(4) Conrad, (K1.) adds: Montserrat; Sodden; Andorra-818; Daventry; Crowborough;
    Lanz-1025; Rome II; BBC-1214

(5) Bartels, (WIS.) adds: WETRA; Dominica; Andorra-818; BBC-Wales; BBC-1214; HOJ-2;
    ZNM-1

(6) Tilbrook, (PA.) adds: Senegal; TFF; Monte Carlo; BBC-Wales; Nancy; VOA-Manish;
    YAN

(7) Wheeler, (PA.) adds: None

Hathaway and Gustafson: No veries at all!

WESTERN LEAGUE:

(1) Freeman, (CAL.) adds: YVSH

(2) Millar, (WASH.) adds: HWEF; Tallinn-I; Hilversum I; XERK; KINY; Andorra-818;
    Horby; YVQ

(3) Wilkinson, (CAL.) adds: 7EC-1214; JORB

(4) Fox, (TUNKO) adds: none

(5) Tied: Kenney, (CAL.) adds: Belize; 7EC; PJJ; KGU
    Thompson, (CAL.) adds: Barbados; FB; TINCA; KURE

(6) Taylor, (CAL.) adds: Barbados

Well! It's a good one. In the East, they're putting pressure on your 01 Contest
Manager, and in Central, our DXD Editor is really battling to keep up with these
other sharpies. Looks like the West is up for grabs. O'mon, Pete; you tired or
something? By the way, 75 countries have been verified by our contestants so far,
with 33 in Europe, 19 in N.A., 8 in Asia, 6 Africa, 5 in S.A., and 4 Oceania.
Ben Dangorfield

And let's all you lads in the contest hold out with weekly reports to IDXD. If the
above 27 DX'ers were to report their doings each week to IDXD, we'd have an unbea-
table, fat issue every time. Only six of the above are represented in this week's
CREDITS section!!!
WHAT’S HEARD...

AS, RUSSIA. R. Moscow Far East Service, Vladivostok, in and out 1/25, 2/1 and 2/8. (Seaver, Calif.) Heard many times when KENI off, but have yet to catch em in English. (Fox, Yukon)

GERMAN F.R. Konigsstutter, noted 2/3 1800 with excellent signal. (Morse, Mass.)

NICARAGUA. YNS, R. Tic Tac, Chinandega. I'm certain this is the one I heard at 0615 2/1, man with low voice. (Seaver, Calif.) Which? YNG here, per WRTH, but a few months ago, it was YNS, R. Tic Tac, and I believe it is still. Heard on 2/7 from 2140 to 2200, but of course, faded at ID time. (Dangerfield, Pa.) 64 WRTH also showed YNG it is. (Ed.)

THAILAND. Athone. Beautiful reception 2/5 just prior to 1730. News, weather, etc. Often heard with fairly good signal, but never with such clarity. (Robie, Mass.)

GERMAN D.R. Leipzig noted 2/4 1745-1800 -- looking for needed Mahlacker, but all Leipzig and same theme at 1800 as Dresden; are they parallel? (Morse, Mass.)

S. RUSSIA, R. Moscow Far East Service, Khajarosk., report for English program 0701 1/25. Kremlin bells 0600. (Fox, Yukon) Beautiful all AM 2/1, chimes at 0500. (Seaver, Calif.)

KOREA, NORTH. R. Pyongyang outlet noted 1/25, 2/1, 2/3 not parallel 655 before 0500, but all parallel 655 after 0500. (Seaver, Calif.)

CZECHOSLOVAKIA. Prague noted 2/2 1740 to 1800 s/off. Tape sent for Czech #1. (Morse, Mass.)

KOREA, NORTH. R. Pyongyang outlet noted 2/1 1745-1800 -- looking for needed Mahlacker, but all Leipzig and same theme at 1800 as Dresden; are they parallel? (Morse, Mass.)

KOREA, NORTH. R. Pyongyang outlet was parallel 655 all AM of 1/25. I'm sure. (Seaver, Calif.)

KOREA, NORTH. R. Pyongyang outlet here the powerhouse of them all. Taped 2/5 for possible report. (Seaver, Calif.)

ITALY. R.A.I., synchronized. Heard with good signal 2/5 at 1700. Music just prior to hour, with talk following. (Robie, Mass.)

JAPAN. J000, Chibi, s/off 2/10 at 1000 with NHK "pips and tone", then anthem. Listed 1 kw. (Millar, Wash.)

PORTUGAL. Lisbon noted weak but readable 0209 2/15. (Callarman, Texas)

UNITED. Almost overriding lisbon at 1915 on 2/5, and I think it was W. German SWF station rather than Iceland. (Dangerfield, Pa.)

JAPAN. J000, Osaka, beautiful each AM from 0330 until WMAQ on. (Seaver, Calif.)

NICARAGUA. YNDS, Union Radio, Managua, noted down to 675, the best LA. here, KUNH notwithstanding. (Seaver, Calif.) Is YND AN? If so, that’s probably what I heard 2/3 and thought Costa Rica. (Millar, Wash.) I’ve heard YND s/off, leaving TIC in the clear. (Ed.)

GUATEMALA. TGR. R. Fabulosa, Guatemala, heard 1/31 0231-0250 with XETR off due to power failure. Lucky break. (Seaver, Calif.)

HONDURAS. HPIV, R. Television, Tegucigalpa, heard 2/1 0631-0635. (Seaver, Calif)

KOREA, NORTH. R. Pyongyang outlet, the weakest of the ones I’ve heard; audible only on HM’s. (Seaver, Calif.)

UNITED. AN noted 2/15 at 0002 s/off, at good level, until the brief anct during which ID was given. Assume it’s R. Columbia, COSTA RICA, tho I that AN. (Callarman, Texas)

TRINIDAD. Port-of-Spain. I’m fairly certain this is the station I heard 1/11 am and 2/1 at 0525 with Palmolive commercial; tentative report out. (Seaver, Calif.)

HAN JAMEN. G.P.R., I have a faint grumble here all AN 2/15, and similar on 770. JOLP and JEC both heard clearly here. (Callarman, Texas) But not 1/15! (Ed)

JAPAN. J000, Sapporo, this and 830 always good HM’s 1.25, 2/1 and 2/8. (Seaver, Calif.)

IRAQ. Baghdad, in again 2/3 with s/on 2150 fair to poor signal. First time in a while, so notes taken and another report sent. (Robie, Mass.)

SENEGAL. R. Senegal, Dakar, back again at fair level from 0100 s/on 2/15 after absence of several Monday mornings. Gonna try another report, as they’re overdue for me. (Callarman, Texas)

CUBA. CMH, La Voz de Cuba, Sancti Spiritus. Heard 2/8 at 0440. (Seaver, Calif.)

ID 279 at 0030 with "La Voz de Cuba" slogan. AN? (Millar, Wash.) Yep. (Ed.)
EASTERN SECTION:

1. Dangerfield, (PA.) adds: HEPL; WMDD; Yerevan; Stockholm; Ostersund; Gagliari; Vilnius-1106; Andorra-998; MAI-1115; TTW ..........................372 ..................(26)
2. Schiller, (N.J.) adds: Andorra-998; Vilnius-1106; RLAS-Kerlin; Linsenberger-1340; PJI; VOA-Greece; Frankfurt-593 ....................286 ..................(23)
3. Holbrook, (Mb.) adds: Rome I; Vatican; HCEW-2; HCRM-1; Veronica; Beirut; Langelenburg; HOJ-2 ..........................319 ..................(22)
4. Tweedie, (N.J.) adds: None ..............................146 ..................(10)
5. Parsons, (PA.) adds: Vatican; Horby; Stavanger ..........................142 ..................(10)
6. Rugg, (Que.) adds: Andorra-918; Madrid-584; Hobry; Palun; Daventry; Drookman's Park; Start Point; Starshaw; RNE-San Sebastian ......................137 ..................(7)
7. Hoffman, (N.J.) adds: Rome II; Tallinn I; Prague-1286; Andorra-818; Timisoara I; HCEW-2; Sofia-827; Zagreb ..........................133 ..................(11)
8. Peniston, (N.J.) adds: Caroline; Crowborough ..........................60 ..................(4)
9. Schatz, (Fla.) adds: None ..............................57 ..................(4)
10. Tied: Fela, (M.I.) adds: Rheinsender; Caroline II; WHDD ..........................51 ..................(3)
     Marbach, (N.Y.) adds: Vienna-1475 ..........................51 ..................(3)

CENTRAL LEAGUE:

1. Semrad, (Wls.) adds: CSEA-9; Guadeloupe; DEC-Wales; Yerevan; Dublin; PJA-8; Warsaw-1502; Szczecin-1302; Suhl-692 ..........................329 ..................(22)
2. Callarman, (Tex.) adds: YSS; Belize; Bordeaux; WMDD; Andorra-818; JOID; DEC-1214; Daventry; HCEW-2; Lisbon I; Athlone; Barbados; Linz-1025 ..........................260 ..................(18)
3. Lutzenberger, (Wls.) adds: ZNS; KNE-Canaries; LPRE; Prague-1286; Prague-638 ..........................183 ..................(10)
4. Conrad, (Kz.) adds: Montserrat; Sottens; Andorra-818; Daventry; Crowborough; Linz-1025; Rome II; DEC-1214 ..........................182 ..................(12)
5. Bartels, (Wls.) adds: YTRA; Dominica; Andorra-818; DEC-Wales; DEC-1214; HOJ-2; ZNM-1 ..........................169 ..................(13)
6. Tilbrook, (Pa.) adds: Senegal; TIFC; Monte Carlo; DEC-Wales; Nancy; VOA-Munich; YNM ..........................141 ..................(9)
7. Wheeler, (Pa.) adds: none ..............................18 ..................(1)

Hathaway and Gustafson: No veries at all?

WESTERN LEAGUE:

1. Freeman, (Cal.) adds: NYSV ..............................215 ..................(11)
2. Millar, (Wash.) adds: LVEF; Tallinn-I; Hilversum I; XDX; KNY; Andorra-818; Horby; YQQ ..........................203 ..................(15)
3. Wilkinson, (Cal.) adds: DEC-1214; JOBD ..........................188 ..................(8)
4. Fox, (Tukon) adds: none ..............................171 ..................(7)
5. Tied: Kenney, (Cal.) adds: Belize; ZOO; PJI; KGU ..........................71 ..................(4)
     Thompson, (Cal.) adds: Barbados; PJI; TRICA; KORL ..........................71 ..................(4)
6. Taylor, (Cal.) adds: Barbados ..............................39 ..................(2)

Well! It's a good one. In the East, they're putting pressure on your old Contest Manager, and in Central, our IDXD Editor is really battling to keep up with those other sharpies. Looks like the West is up for grabs. Chin, Pete; you tired or something? By the way, 75 countries have been verified by our contestants so far, with 33 in Europe, 19 in N.A., 8 in Asia, 6 Africa, 5 in S.A., and 4 Oceania.

Ben Dangerfield

And let's all you lads in the contest help cut with weekly reports to IDXD. If the above 27 DXers were to report their doings each week to IDXD, we'd have an unbeatable, fat issue every time. Only six of the above are represented in this week's CREDITS section!!
NEW ZEALAND. 1ZD, Tauranga, assumed to be the English-speaker at high level with talk 0100-0112, just as KOCO fired up tone to obliterate all. (Callaman, Texas)

1028 UNID, L.A. Noted 2/6 2315-2400; suspect may be R. Ducarnanga, HJGE, ex-103.

(Miller, Nash.)

1034 ESTONIA. Tallinn s/on 2158 on 2/1 over CSE2 on an excellent Russian night.

(Schiller, N.J.)

1040 BRAZIL. PMGG, R. Tupi, Sao Paulo, finally heard very briefly 2/7 at 0103 ID.

(Seaver, Calif.)

CHINA. R. Peking loud Sundays after 0500. It seems to me that they have a power increase and/or antenna change at 0500. (Seaver, Calif.)

1070 FRANCE. R.T.F., Paris, Inter-Varities, fair at s/on 2358 1/23 with anthem.

(Fox, Yukon)

1100 UNID. S.A. Appeared to have a Brazilian 0351-0355 1/2 fighting HAAT 2/12. Have taped segment of man talking in Portuguese atop. May be PRO2, R. Nacional, Sao Paulo. I still have no 1965 WRTH. Have they got 150 kw. transmitter on yet? HAAT was completely atop around 0400 break, plus bad RTAF slot. (Callaman)

1105 LITHUANIA. Vilnius, most consistent East European here, s/on 2057, and heard about 20 times since mid-December. Please verify for me. (Schiller, N.J.)

1120 UNID. L.A. here 1/25 after 0500 and 2/1 too. (Seaver, Calif.)

1151 AS. RUSSIA. R. Moscow, Intl. Service, Vladivostok, new WRH shows one of 100 kw. here. This must be my F.E.S. mystery of last year. (Fox, Yukon)

1169 PORTUGAL. CSB30, Porto, 2/8 0200 tape and letter sent. (Morss, Mass.)

UKRAINE. R. Moscow, Kiev. Usual Moscow morning exercise program, with woman and piano. "Goverit Moscowa" ID at 2400 2/8. World news followed mainly Vietnam and American Imperialists. Taped, but how to get a verif? Evgenia Stepanova says we do not as a rule verify reports on programs in Russian broadcast to listeners in our own country. (Fox, Yukon) Try direct to Kiev. (Ed.)

1196 GERMANY. R. V.O.A., Munich, noted in passing 0030 2/9. (Fox, Yukon)

1210 HAWAII. KSCO, Honolulu, assumed to be the English-speaker with interview show on Japanese entertainers at 0203 2/15; may have been a bilingual show. Unneed.

ed. No sign of HJFF. (Callaman, Texas)

1223 SWEDEN. Falun. Fairly good signal 2/1 from 0121 when it faded in, until I tuned out at 0150. Gordon Nelson told me he was hearing this one around 2000 that evening, but nothing came in here until the a.m. although a slight hot was audible most of the night. Report out to Lars Ryden. (Robie, Mass.)

1235 BERMUDA. ZBR, R. Bermuda, Hamilton, logged again 2/15 0139-0202 with "Bermuda Calling" for second report, after Ron Musco reported the very quick verif from there. (Callaman, Texas)

1266 CZECHOSLOVAKIA. Prague, Spanish program 1800-1830 1/24, with fair signal. (Fox)

1295 ENGLAND. E.O., European Service, Crowborough, in German night of 2/8. (Fox)

1375 UNID. Heard faintly around 0515 2/6, seemed even French than Spanish. (Seaver, Calif.)

1376 FRANCE. R.T.F., Lille, Inter-Varities, fair s/on 2358 1/23, with anthem. First time heard since October. (Fox, Yukon)

1380 HAWAII. KPOI, Honolulu, very poor under KRKO 0449 1/24. (Fox, Yukon)

1385 UNID. Heard very faintly 2/8, first noted at 0410, last at 0610 or thereabouts. Wonder who? (Seaver, Calif.)

1403 FRANCE. R.T.F., Synchro. Inter-varieties, fair at s/on 2358 1/23 with anthem. (Fox, Yukon)

1430 GERMANY. R. Berlin International, Berlin, very interesting play in English 1825 1/24 about conduct of the Wehrmacht in Russia in WWII. (Fox, Yukon)

1439 LUXEMBOURG. R. Luxembourg, clear as a bell after 1800 1/24. (Fox, Yukon)

1457 ENGLAND. E.O., Clevedon, blasting in 1330 1/21. (Fox, Yukon)

1493 YUGOSLAVIA/ESTONIA??? New, WRH 65 lists a new Estonian here, 50 kw, in Tallinn, so it's a tossup whether I heard this one or Comel. (Fox, Yukon)

1502 POLAND. Warsaw, a regular at all hours. (Fox, Yukon)

1510 UNID. English-speaker with interview show noted 0421 2/15; only words audible: "Community development." Then carrier on 0425 to wreak havoc here. (Callaman)

1520 UNID. T.A. Again, said "6 o'clock in English 0100 2/9. Must be Caroline! (Fox)
JAPAN, JO. Synchro of first NHK net noted 1/25 at 0405, and also on 2/1 and 2/8. (Seaver, Calif.)

PORTUGAL, CS-2. R. Clue Portuguese, Miramar, best European signal ever heard 0230-0240 with a man and woman in Portuguese and Port. Pop music 2/15. Easily separable from strong Cuban on 780. Believe the Cuban, by the way, is a high-powered outlet. (Callarman, Texas)

KOREA, NORTH. R. Pyongyang outlet heard 1/25, 2/1, 2/3 but never the same quality as 055, best after 0600. (Seaver, Calif.)

BRAZIL, R. Barbatos, Black Rock, in at 5-7 with lots of interference between 1000 and 2005 2/1. Report sent (Musco, Conn.)

COLOMBIA, HJDM, R. Atalaya, Ducaramega, heard s/on 1/25 0455, said 800 kc. (Seaver, Calif.)

U.A.R. Extra, Egypt. Heard more or less regularly early evening and again at 2300 s/on, along with 773 kc. On 2/5, 018 was stronger; sometimes the other way around. Wonder where we've misis. (Robie, Mass.)

JAPAN, JOGE, Osaka. Beautiful 1/25, 2/1, 2/8, starting around 0230. (Seaver)

UNDL. T.T. English pop with N.A. pop music noted 0330-0424, more in English. Unknown whether KIKI or JGL, both needed. (Callarman, Texas)

UNDL. J.L. Appeared to have man and child in Spanish 0610 2/12; unable to get too much, as WCCO carrier and tone came on 0612 and after. (Callarman, Texas)

DR. HONDURAS, R. Delise has been heard to ID as "The Voice of the American Nation of Belize in Central America" as others have reported. History in the making. (Miller, Wash.)

COLOMBIA, HJDM, Medellin, probably the L.A. atop this freq. at 2255 2/6, as it was a Spanish-speaker. (Dangerfield, Pa.)

FRANCE, R.F.F. Nancy, fair at s/on 2350 1/23 with anthem. (Fox, Yukon)

UNDL. Signal here at 2210 2/5, quite weak; could make out voice, but unreadable separates from 835. (Dangerfield, Pa.)

UNDL. Oriental around 0310 2/12, suspect North Korean—definitely not 040 Chinanman as he was there, too. Not in parallel with 655, but I don't seem to find these stations running parallel at the hours I listen, generally around 0600-1000. (Miller, Wash.)

ITALY, R.A.I., Rome, copied and taped 2/4 1009 and on. (Korss, Mass.)

KOREA, NORTH. R. Pyongyang outlet here the best on SM's, but there on WWO, too. (Seaver, Calif.)

PERU, OXHA, R. Nacional, Lima, heard and taped anthem at 0601-0602 1/25, when XERB came on. I've checked the anthem I have taped with the Peru anthem from the LP and it's the same. XERB has some problem here and on 1325, with an awful mess. (2935 kc. from 1000) (Seaver, Calif.)

MEXICO, XENL, R. Recuerdo, Monterrey, N.L. Didn't 1/25 at 0602. (Seaver, Calif.)

UNDL. Oriental 2/10 until 1000; probably same station as reported last week on 075 as a Pyongyang outlet. Not parallel to other such. (Miller, Wash.)

KOREA, NORTH. R. Pyongyang outlet skipping around, heard here 2/7 and 2/8, previously heard on 2/1 and 1/24 and 1/25 on 065. Was parallel to 635 prior to 060 on 1/25, I'm fairly sure. (Seaver, Calif.)

BRAZIL, PYU3, R. Thrasi, Itai, I think is the one on W4 2/6 between 0315 and 0652 as it was heard there last year, and Porto Alegre was mentioned. However, I couldn't catch a clear ID, and in going over my tape, I seem to get a "Radio Calipole" at one point. (Dangerfield, Pa.)

GUATEMALA, TCO, R. Nuevo Mundo, Guatemala is most consistent C.A. here, after WOCX s/off MHz. Superb 2/15. (Callarman, Texas)

JAPAN, JOFX, Shizuoka, at good level 1/25 0620 parallel 670. (Seaver, Calif.)

UNDL. Appeared to have three different stations here during AM of 2/12. Brazilian was noted around 0306-0322, but station with classical music was dominant. Latter believed to be the Zeddor, unneeded. There was also an Oriental in. Reminds me of the A.M. two years ago when 2UE, LEH, and JOFX fought each other on 950 kc. here. (Callarman, Texas)

BRAZIL, PYU29, R. Record, Sao Paulo, good 0257-0300, even w/KOMO on, but under KOMO off 0330 with another Latin, SS, with tangos, in also, who? (Callarman, Tex)
February 20, 1965

Rolf Bildhorn, our man in West Germany, writes: "Last month, I had not much time for DX-ing, but generally speaking, I think conditions are no longer as good as they were last November. However, last Friday night, there were very good conditions as well for the east-west as for the west-east path. At 1820 EST I heard a Chinese-speaking woman on 900 kc/s, which was drowned out at 1822 EST -- all of a sudden -- by a French Canadian. Really, within a minute's time the Chinese disappeared and the French took over completely.

"The pirate Radio City can now be heard here, in Germany, during the late afternoon hours on a frequency of approximately 1620 kc/s (just outside the broadcast band). They announce to be broadcasting on 299 meters (should be 1022 kc rather, I think) from 0200 to 1230 EST, then with religious programs and cultural programs, such as 'The Voice of Prophecy, the Radio Doctor, etc., from 1230 to 1100 EST on 188 and 299 meters. Instead of 166 meters, they're using that frequency off the broadcast band. They're signing on on approx. 1620 kc/s a few minutes before 1230 EST and sign off later than 1400 EST. Their address is given as Radio City, 7, Denmark St., London W.C. 2, so I finally managed yet to get Radio City, because 1022 kc/s is not audible here because of Rheinsender on 1016 (300 kw) and Austria on 1015 audible all day long in winter."

(Rolf: E.U. lists the 1620 outlet as a spurious radiation, apparently due to a defect in the 166-meter transmitter. They are probably also heard on 188 meters. Ed.)

Rolf continues: "As to my info you used in IDXD Jan. 2, I'm no longer sure if it hasn't been yet Leipzig. I think I got confused with EST and GMT. Sorry! Leipzig is not on the air on Wednesday nights. GMT, but it is on Wednesday nights EST. It is running allnight on Thursday mornings GMT, which is Wednesday evening (night) EST. Joe Plichta in IDXD Jan. 9 wants info on 'Deutscher Soldatensender,' and Ron Schiller N.J., thinks Deutscher Freiheitsender 90l: to be a clandestine station in Musings/Jan. 2, page 6. Well, 'Deutscher Freiheitsender 90l: on 908 kc/s (for many years it was on 90l kc/s), announces to be the only radio station in West Germany not under Governmental control! but actually, the transmitter is located in Dburg, near Marxenburg, East Germany. 'Deutscher Soldatensender,' on 935 kc/s, also broadcasts from Dburg, E. Germany. Its purpose is to reach the soldiers of the Bundeswehr, the West German forces. Therefore, they're playing lots of pop music, even American hits. And in between there are these 'true' news-items and 'accurate' reports. (I won't say more it's a communist propaganda-station, you know?) To my opinion, both stations are using the same transmitter: Witness, in EST: 2230-2400 DFS 90l on 908; 0015-0115 Soldatensender on 935; 1200-1245 Soldatensender on 935; 1300-1400 DFS 90l on 908; 1415-1445 Soldatensender on 935; 1500-1615 DFS 90l on 908; 1730-1930 Soldatensender on 935."

Back in '57, I tried to get a veriey for 90l from Staatliches Rundfunkabteil. Rolf, when I was in Aschaffenburg. They said they'd never heard of the station, hill (Ed.) "Believe me, everyone, and J.P. and R.S. especially, there is no clandestine or quasi-clandestine station within the borders of the Federal Republic. The only non-official medium wave transmitter within our borders is operated by the Bundeswehr, on various frequencies very irregularly." Rolf also reports Veronica asked now 0100-0200.

He makes same observation about 1143 Russian as does Leo Fox, this issue, and Pete Taylor and Clarence Freeman, Rolf P.S.: "Radio Moscow (Program II?Kajak) now also testing on 1566 kc/s (41 kc). In addition to 1376, 1511, 1570 kc/s which I mentioned already earlier." Thanks, Rolf, for interesting information!!

CREDITS:

Well, as they say in Jutopea, Nicaragua, You're Not Going Far in DX without MAC. Or, in Quito, Ecuador, "Help Cedar Rapids Made #1!!" I73, John.
593 GERMAN, F.R. Hessischer Landtag, Frankfurt. V/q pretty color pix of their layout.
(Schiller, N.J.)

620 CANARY IS, R.N.E., sent prompt, fancy verie-letter in Spanish from Domingo Manfredi Cano, El Director, complete with his seal! Gave skid on 620 as 0300-1900 E.S.T. Address: R.N.E., Centro Emisor del Atlantico, Santa Cruz de Tenerife, Islas Canarias. Africa #6 here. Heard 5 or six times here at 0300 s/off. (Schiller, N.J.)

715 HONDURAS, HRTV, R. Television, Tegucigalpa. V/l in Spanish signed by Antonio D. Lardazabal, General, back in 9 days. Country #36. (Callarman, Texas)

775 COSTA RICA, TNW, City Palace, San Jose; card and letter in Spanish from Jose J. Var-gas. A very friendly letter by Air Mail. (Dangerfield, Pa.)

791 GREECE, V.O.A., Thessaloniki, standard VOA v/q from Washington, but most welcome from a pretty tough country to hear! (Schiller, N.J.)

836 FRANCE, R.T.P., Nancy, sent nice letter for report of 12/29. (Sperry, Conn.)

851 WEST BERLIN, R.I.A.N.S., v/q and separate package of booklets sent. (Schiller, N.J.)

885 MONTSEBART, R., Montserrat, P.O. Box 51, Plymouth. Sent verie-letter, signed by Christine A. Carthy, Secretary, listing schedule M-F 0500-0700, 1000-1200, and 1700-2100; and Sat. 0500-0700, 0900-1300, and 1700-2100; and Sunday 1530-1845. It is, at 250 watts, truly one of my finest catches. (Wilkinson, Calif.)

998 ANDORRE, R. Andorra, sent multi-color v/q to complete country at 2. hi. (Schiller, N.J.)

1020 GUATEMALA, TGUK, R. Panamericana, Guatemala, sent friendly letter in Spanish from Maria Antonieta S. de Paniagua. Also included were three beautiful pictures of their studios. Address: "Villa Victoria" Kilometro 12, Carretera Roosevelt. (Burket, Pa.)

1106 LITHUANIA, Vilnius, Dandy v/q with map of Eastern Europe and fancy envelope with pictures all over it. (Schiller, N.J.)

1115 ITALY, R.A.I. Synchronised. Attractive QSL card and specific, with freq. shown as 1115, initialed. Dologna and Bari the two most powerful transmitters here, but not indicated. (Dangerfield, Pa.)

1130 HAWAII, KLET, Honolulu, V/l on F/up back promptly from Kailua Shopping Center, Kailua, by Charles Dell, news director. G&W Kev-Lei Janboree 2200-0200 s/off, M-F, 2200-0300 s/off Sat. (Fox, Yukon)

1187 HUNGARY, Pestihit. V/l and v/q from Anna Darvas. (Schiller, N.J.)

1210 HAWAII, K200, Honolulu. Received regular QSL-card signed by Bob Pearson. (Calmar)

1235 BERMUDA, ZMM, Hamilton. Received postcard-type verie 2/3 for 1/25 report. Radio Bermuda printed on front and Verie info on back. Card shows oleander flowers and ocean in background, beautiful. This is #2 from Bermuda. Understood they were a tough verifier, so I sent postcards, mint U.S. stamps, and two IRC's. Card is well worth the expense. V/s unreadable, program heard was "Bermuda Calling" at 0325-0400 at 5-8 level. (Masco, Conn.)

1340 N.P., IRELAND, B.E.C., M.D. Sanger sent v/l from London (Eng., Draf, Dept.) My best catch this season, considering this graywave channel QRM; Nearby John Sampson has tape of this baby with W3CN ID audible through him! (Schiller, N.J.)

1450 AUSTRALIA, 2MC, Mudgee, N.S.W. PP back in station envelope for reception 0603-0705 11/30. Note on card: "Program mentioned was 9 o'clock Special! This was our most distant report ever, and was used on our news service." V/s illegible. QTH: P.O. Box 17, Mudgee. The thrill is mutual, as this is my best verie as only 1 kw on 1150 kc. Oddly enough, not a single other DU was heard that night, and believe me, I looked. (Fox, Yukon)

1520 INTL., WATERS, R. Carolina, sent form letter from the QSL Manager. I guess no more cards from the London address. (Burket, Pa.) Verification identifies location as Isle of Man. (Sperry, Conn.)

1529 VATICAN CITY, Vatican Radio sent colorful v/q showing three towers and think it's in Latin rather than Italian. (Schiller, N.J.)

WOW!!! Good group of top-notch verities up there! A.M. of 2/15 was a very frustrating one. All 50 kw. clear, it seems, were testing. Off just long enough to when one's appetite for the juicy catch on the channel, and then, HLOOEE, on with the tone. Wish I wasn't such a technical idiot and the loop I'd tried to build had done some good, hi! I'm working 1510, 1170, 830, 840, 860 MM's.
WHAT'S HEARD...

540 AS, RUSSIA. R. Moscow Far East Service, Vladivostok, in and out 1/25, 2/1 and 2/7. (Seaver, Calif.) Heard many times when KENT off, but have yet to catch 'em in English. (Fox, Yukon)

555 NICARAGUA. YNS, R. Tic Tac, Chinandega, I'm certain this is the one I heard at 0615 2/1, man with low voice. (Seaver, Calif.) Which? YNG here, per WRTH, but a few months ago, it was YNS, R. Tic Tac, and I believe it is still. Heard on 2/7 from 2100 to 2200, but of course, faded at ID time. (Dangerfield, Pa.) WRTH also showed YNG, but YNS it is. (Ed.)

560 IRAN. Ahlone. Beautiful reception 2/5 just prior to 1730. News, weather, etc. Often heard with fairly good signal, but never with such clarity. (Robie, Mass.)

575 GERMANY. Leipzig noted 2/4 1745-1800 -- looking for needed Mahlacker, but all Leipzig and same theme at 1800 as Dresden; are they parallel? (Morse, Mass.)

629 AS, RUSSIA. R. Moscow Far East Service, Khabarovsk, report for English program 07/1 1/2. Kremlin bells 0800. (Fox, Yukon) Beautiful all AM 2/8, chimes at 0500. (Seaver, Calif.)

635 KOREA, NORTH. R. Pyongyang outlet noted 1/25, 2/1, 2/8 not parallel 655 before 0500, but all parallel 655 after 0500. (Seaver, Calif.)

638 CZECHOSLOVAKIA. Prague noted 2/2 1740 to 1800 s/off. Tape sent for Czech #1. (Morse, Mass.)

645 KOREA, NORTH. R. Pyongyang outlet was parallel 655 all AM of 1/25, I'm sure. (Seaver, Calif.)

655 KOREA, NORTH. R. Pyongyang outlet here the powerhouse of them all. Taped 2/8 for possible report. (Seaver, Calif.)

656 ITALY. R.A.I. Synchronized, heard with good signal 2/5 at 1700. Music just prior to hour, with talk following. (Robie, Mass.)

660 JAPAN. JOCO, Osaka, s/off 2/10 at 1000 with NHK "pips and tone", then anthem. Listed 1 kw. (Millar, Wash.)

665 PORTUGAL. Lisbon noted weak but readable 0200 2/15. (Callarman, Texas)

670 JAPAN. JOE, Osaka, beautiful each MM from 0330 until WMAQ on. (Seaver, Calif.)

675 NICARAGUA. YNS, Union Radio, Managua, noted down to 675, the best L.A. here, not withstanding. (Seaver, Calif.) Is YND AN? If so, that's probably what I heard 2/3 and thought Costa Rica. (Millar, Wash.) I've heard YND s/off, leaving TIJC in the clear. (Ed.)

685 GUATEMALA. TGRS, R. Fabulosa, Guatemala, heard 1/2h 0231-0250 with XERA off due to power failure. Lucky break. (Seaver, Calif.)

715 HONDURAS. HRTV, R. Television, Tegucigalpa, heard 2/1 0631-0635. (Seaver, Calif)

725 KOREA, NORTH. R. Pyongyang outlet the weakest of the ones I've heard; audible only on MM's. (Seaver, Calif.)

730 TRINIDAD. Port-of-Spain. I'm fairly certain this is the station I heard 1/11 at 2/1 and 2/7 at 0522 with Palmolive commercial; tentative report out. (Seaver, Calif.)

750 QUITAN JAMMER? G.P.N. I have a faint grumble here all AN 2/15, and similar on 770. JOIE and JIC both heard clearly here. (Callarman, Texas) But not 2/15. (Ed.)

760 IRAQ. Baghdad, in again 2/3 with s/on 2158 poor to signal. First time in a while, so notes taken and another report sent. (Robie, Mass.)

770 SENEGAL. R. Senegal, Dakar, back again at fair level from 0100 s/on 2/15 after absence of several Monday mornings. Gonna try another report, as they're overdue for me. (Callarman, Texas)

780 CUBA. CMKD, La Voz de Cuba, Sancti Spiritus. Heard 2/6 at 0400. (Seaver, Calif.) ID 2/9 at 0030 with "La Voz de Cuba" slogan. AN? (Millar, Wash.) Yep. (Ed.)

510 
D. Anandarko, Okla. -- Delete
WETC Wendell, S. C. -- 5000D(DA) ex 250D 

550 
KARI Blaine, Wash. -- 5000D, 1000N ex 500D
KBOW Butte, Montana -- exKOPR 

560 
KQXR Milan, N. M. -- Delete
KLTV Beaumont, Texas -- exKFDM 

570 
WFSO Pinellas Park, Fla. +
CFWH Whitehouse, N. W. T. -- 1000U ex12h0
WKYA Paducah, Kentucky -- exNKIB 

580 
CKWW Windsor, Ont. 500U(DA-2) +

590 
WBFY Wood River, Ill. 500D, 1000N ex 500D
CTF0 Terrace, B. C. 1000D, 250N ex 11h0
CKTE Toronto, Ont. 10kwD, 5kwN (DA-3) 

600 
WSOM Salem, Ohio -- 5000D(DA) New

610 
CHNC New Carlisle, Que. 10kwD, 5kwN(DA3) 

660 
KOWH Omaha, Neb. -- exKMEO 

680 
GJON Grand Falls, Nfld. 10kwU(DA3) New
.... N. Atlanta, Ga. 5000D(DA) New 

720 
KUAI Eleele, Hawaii -- 5000U New 

730 
WVIC East Lansing, Mich. -- 550(DA) New
WLOR Thomasville, Ga. -- 5000D exWKTG 

760 
KFMB San Diego, Cal. -- 5000U(DA-N) ex 540 

790 
WXNR Brunswick, Ga. -- 5000D(DA) New 

810 
WATT Indianapolis, Ind.-- 250D New +

900 
WLMD Laurel, Maryland -- 1000D(DA) New
CKDH Amherst, N. S. -- 1000U(DA2) ex1400
1110 CBD St. John, N.B. -- 10kwU(DA3) New +

1150 ... Burlington, Iowa -- 5000D(DA) New

1200 WAQY Birmingham, Alabama -- exWEZB
KZYM Cape Girardeau, Mo. -- exKZIM

1230 WIGS Governor, N.Y. -- 250U New +
WILL Brookmeal, Va. -- 250U New
KSPO Spokane, Wash. -- exKLYK

1240 KAKE Wichita, Kans. 1000D, 250N
WFNH Plymouth, N. H. -- 250U New

1250 WOXJ Bay City, Mich. -- exWBOC
WBER Warren ton, Va. 1000D ex1570, 500D

1260 WJBL Holland, Mich. --5000D, 1000N(DA4)
KTEE Idaho Falls, Idaho -- exKTFI
WJJJ Christianburg, Va. -- exWBOC

1270 KWEJ Rochester, Minn. -- 5000D, 500N(DA4)

1280 WWTG Minneapolis, Minn. -- exWTCH
CHIQ Hamilton, Ont. -- 10kwU, 5000N(DA4)

1290 WOBX Saline, Mich. -- exWBOA

1300 WRCQ Spring Valley, N.Y. -- 5000D(DA) New
WMMJ Lancaster, N. Y. -- 1000D(DA) New

1310 WTVL Madisonville, Ky. -- 1000D, 500N(DA)

1320 WOLU Covington, Ky. -- 5000D(DA) New
WAXK Superior, Wisc. -- exWQMN

1340 KVBR Brainerd, Minn. -- 250U New +
WKSN Jamestown, N.Y. -- exWXYJ
WARR Winston-Salem, N.C.--1000D, 250N
KCTM Sand Spring, Okla..--1000D, 250N
KLOC Corvallis, Oregon -- 1000D, 250N
WLOK Memphis, Tenn. -- exWHFM
WGFR Aguadilla, P. R. -- exWUNA

1350 KKAM Pueblo, Colo. -- exKGHF
WSLR Akron, Ohio -- exWALC

1360 ... Lenoir City, Tenn. -- 1000D New

1370 WMTW Gary, Ind. -- exWOMY
WDAB Ellsworth, Maine -- 5000D, 1000N(DA)
WELV Ellen ville, N. Y. -- 500D New +
WEIF Moundsville, W. Va. -- exWMOD

1380 WFLB Greenville, Mich. -- 1000D, 5000N(DA)
WGMU Brazil, Ind. -- exWBDI

1390 WEER Charlotte, Mich. -- 5000D(DA)
WNUS Chicago, Ill. -- exWNYR
WAIA Shelby, N.C. -- 1000D, 500N(DA)
WHFB Belton, S. C. -- 1000D

1400 WFAA Fort Payne, Ala. -- 1000D, 250N
WKFR Battle Creek, Mich. -- exWELM
KLIN Lincoln, Neb. -- 1000D, 250N
KTSC Santa Fe, N.M. -- 1000D, 250N
KTNM Topeka, Kans. -- 1000D, 250N
WLSD Copperhill, Tenn. -- 1000D, 250N
KSYG Big Spring, Tex. -- 1000D, 250N
KWAT Stamford, Tex. -- 1000D, 250N

1410 WUNV Mobile, Ala. -- exWALA
WCHI Griffin, Ga. -- exWRIK
CJSL London, Ont. -- 10kwU(DA4) ex1290

1420 KULX Ulysses, Kans. -- 1000D, 500N Now +

1440 KQRS Golden Valley, Minn. -- exKBJV
WIOK Normal, Ill. -- 1000D, 500N(DA)
Lehigh Acres, Fla. -- 5000D, 1000N(DA)
CKFM Ottawa, Ont. -- 10kwU(DA3) Now +

1450 KKNZ Albuquerque, N. M. -- exKLOS
WKLN Lincoln, Maine -- 1000D, 250N New +
KPAL Palm Springs, Cal. -- 1000D, 250N
WKLA Ludington, Mich. -- 1000D, 250N
KFWF Fredericktown, Mo. -- 1000D, 250N
WDSG Dyersburg, Tenn. -- 1000D, 250N
WILF LaFollette, Tenn. -- 1000D, 250N

1460 WJUK Buford, Ga. -- exWDMF
WACY Moss Point, Miss. -- 1000D(DA) New +
KYAC Kirkland, Wash. -- 5000D(DA) New +

1470 WCFR Tarpon Springs, Fla. -- exWGBS

1480 WQX Memphis, Tenn. -- exWLOK